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Résumé 

Les exigences en matière de stabilité et de linéarité des instruments utilisés en radioas
tronomie sont particulièrement sévères. Ce mémoire présente la conception et la réalisation 
d'un détecteur continuum adapté à ce cahier des charges. Une étude théorique démontre 
que le détecteur à diode Schottky ne répond pas à ces besoins. L'instrument finalement 
réalisé, construit à partir d'une diode tunnel, possède un bruit proche de la limite physique 
fondamentale. Il reste cependant très simple. 

Le chapitre suivant est consacré à l'étude et à la réalisation de l'électronique d'acquisition 
d'un spectrographe acousto-optique à large bande et à l'etude de ses caractéristiques dans 
des conditions d'utilisation réelles. Il inclut la description d'une méthode simple qui permet 
de s'affranchir des erreurs de linéarité différentielle du convertisseur analogique-numérique. 
La validation des caractéristiques du spectrographe s'appuie sur la comparaison avec deux 
batteries de filtres identiques. 

Sur le plan scientifique, il présente l'observation d'objets du système solaire entourés 
d'une atmosphère et l'interprétation des résultats dans le cas de Titan. 
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Abstract 

Stability and linearity requirements of instruments used in radioastronomy are especially 
severe. This thesis describes on one hand the design and construction of a continuum 
detector fulfilling these requirements. A theoretical study demonstrates that the Schottky 
diode detector can not provide satisfactory characteristics. The deetector built here, built 
around tunnel diodes, exhibits a noise close to the limits imposed by fundamental physics. 
It has nonetheless been kept simple. 

The following chapter describes the design and construction of the acquisition electronics 
for a wideband acousto-optic spectrometer and studies its characteristics under realistic 
operating conditions. It includes the descriptionof a simple method which allows to get 
rid of the differential linearity errors of analog-to-digital converters. The validation of the 
spectrograph performance is based on the comparison with two other, identical, filterbank 
spectrometers. 

On the scientific side, the reports presents the observations of several objects of the solar 
system surrounded by an atmosphere and the interpretation of the data in the case of Titan. 
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The Millimeter Spectrum of Titan: Detectability of HCN, HC3N, and 
CH3CN and the CO Abundance 

G. PAUBERT, D. GAUTIER, AND R. COURTIN 

Laboratoire d'Astronomie Infrarouge, Observatoire de Meudon, Place Jules Janssen, 
92195 Meudon Principal Cedex, France 

Received March 26, 1984; revised July 18, 1984 

The flux emitted by Titan's disk in millimeter lines of HCN, HC3N, CH3CN, and CO is calcu
lated by means of a radiative transfer formulation which takes into account the sphericity of the 
atmosphere. It is demonstrated that the plane-parallel approximation for radiative transfer is no 
longer valid, especially in the core of emission lines, when Titan is not spatially resolved. The 
antenna temperatures which would be measured by large radiotelescopes observing Titan at fre
quencies of (1-0) and (2-1) transitions of CO, of (1-0), (2-1), and (3-2) transitions of HCN, and of 
selected transitions of HC3N and CH3CN in the range 80-300 GHz are calculated. The observabil
ity of these transitions is investigated. It is concluded that there is the possibility of inferring the 
vertical stratospheric distribution of these species from line shape measurements to be achieved 
with existing or forthcoming radioastronomical instrumentation. The determination of the CO 
abundance by D. O. Muhleman, G. L. Berge, and R. T. Clancy (1984, (Science (Washington, 
D.C.), 223, 393-396) from measurements at 115.3 GHz in two 200 MHz bands, is reinterpreted by 
means of this radiative transfer formulation. A CO mixing ratio between 3 x 10-5 and 18 x 10-5, 

with a most plausible value of 7.5 x 10-5, is found. © 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Voyager mission has revealed that 
Titan is characterized by a complex atmo
sphere, predominantly made of molecular 
nitrogen, methane, and possibly argon 
(Broadfoot et ai., 1981; Tyler et ai., 1981; 
Samuelson et ai., 1981) and containing also 
hydrocarbons and nitriles in the strato
sphere (Hanel et al., 1981; Kunde et ai., 
1981). Detected nitrites (HCN, HC3N, 
C2N2) are especially interesting since they 
are key intermediates in the synthesis of 
amino acids and bases present in nucleic 
acids. More recently, CO has also been de
tected from ground-based observations in 
the near-infrared (Lutz et ai., 1983) and in 
the millimetric range at 115.03 GHz 
(Muhleman et al., 1984). Only mean atmo
spheric mixing ratios have been inferred 
from these measurements because of insuf
ficient spectral resolution. Moreover, dust 
and aerosols present in the Titan atmo
sphere introduce important scattering ef
fects in the radiation transfer even in the 
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far-infrared range. This renders difficult a 
proper modeling of the continuum. As a 
result, the abundances of the various con
stituents are not very precisely determined 
(within a factor of 3 at best) which is proba
bly insufficient to test various models 
of photochemistry on Titan's atmosphere 
(Samuelson et al., 1983; Strobel, 1982; 
Yung et al., 1984). 

We suggest in the present report that mil
limeter lines of several atmospheric compo
nents on Titan could be detected using 
modern large radiotelescopes and hetero
dyne receivers. The vertical distribution of 
these constituents could be derived if we 
were able to measure the spectral shape of 
their emission lines. The interpretation of 
such measurements would be simpler than 
in the far-infrared range since scattering is 
negligible at these wavelengths. 

As a first approach, we examine the 
cases of carbon monoxide (CO), hydrogen 
cyanide (HCN), and cyanoacetylene 
(HC3N) which are known to be present in 
Titan's stratosphere. We also study the 
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case of acetonitrile (CH3CN) which is ex
pected, on the basis of simulation experi
ments in the laboratory, to be the most 
abundant nitrile in Titan after HCN and 
HC3N (Raulin et at., 1982), and which 
presents strong spectral transitions in the 
millimeter range. Atmospheric and spectro
scopic data required to calculate the milli
meter spectrum of Titan are described in 
Section II. Due to the relatively large ex
tent of the atmosphere compared to the size 
of the satellite itself, the plane-parallel ap
proximation for the radiative transfer is no 
longer valid. A radiative transfer analysis 
taking into account the sphericity of the at
mosphere has been elaborated, as de
scribed in Section III. In Section IV, we 
calculate antenna temperatures which 
could be measured with a large radiotele
scope by observing Titan in HCN, HC3N, 
CH3CN, and CO millimeter lines. In Sec
tion V, we discuss the interpretation of the 
measurement of the (1-0) rotation line of 
CO by Muhleman et at. (1984). In particu
lar, we derive a new estimate of the CO 
abundance in Titan from our radiative 
transfer analysis. The detectability of 
HCN, HC3N, and CH3CN millimeter lines 
by means of forthcoming radiotelescopes 
and heterodyne receivers is discussed in 
Section VI. 

II. ATMOSPHERIC AND SPECTROSCOPIC 
DATA 

A. Atmospheric Data 

The temperature profile derived from the 
Voyager ingress radiooccultation mea
surements by Lindal et at. (1983) has been 
used as a mean temperature profile of Ti
tan's atmosphere up to the 0.75-mbar pres
sure level (corresponding to an altitude of 
200 km above the surface). Above this 
level, the temperature was set constant 
with altitude and equal to 170oK, and the 
pressure versus altitude variation was cal
culated under the assumption of hydro
static equilibrium at all levels, from the re
lation: 

Per) = Po (7Yexp [G;: (~ - k)] (1) 

where r = the distance from the satellite 
center, 

Per) = pressure at the distance r, 

ro = referencial distance (corre
sponding to 200 km above the 
surface), 

Po = pressure at ro, 

G = universal gravitational constant, 

R = molecular constant of perfect 
gases, 

m = mean molecular weight, 

M = Titan's mass. 

We take GM = 8976 km3 sec-2 from Tyler 
et al. (1981). The mean mixing ratios of the 
various constituents are given in Table I. In 
fact, HCN, HC3N, and CH3CN, which are 
supposed to be formed in the upper strato
sphere from CH4 and N2 photolysis, must 
condense in the lower stratosphere (Sagan 
and Thompson, 1984). We assumed that 
these nitriles are uniformly mixed through
out the stratosphere down to the condensa
tion level indicated on Fig. 1. The partial 
pressure of each of these constituents fol
lows the saturation law at lower levels 
down to the tropopause, where it falls to 
negligible values. CO is not expected to 
condense for Titan conditions of pressure 
and temperature. Voyager IRIS data sug
gest that nitrile abundances vary with lati
tude and are enhanced in the north polar 
region. V. Kunde (1984, private communi
cation) indicates the value 2 x 10-7 for 
HCN at the equator and 2 x 10-6 at the 
North Pole. For HC3N, he gives 5 x 10-7 at 
the North Pole and no upper limit at the 
equator. On the other hand, CO is probably 
uniformly distributed on the disk of the sat
ellite. For simplicity, we have assumed a 
uniform distribution of all considered con
stituents along the disk. Synthetic spectra 
shown in this paper were calculated from 
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TABLE I 

TITAN ATMOSPHERIC CONSTITUENTS 

Constituent Detected Spectral range Reference Mixing ratio 

HCN Yes Far IR (Voyager) Hanel et at. (1981); 2 x 10-7 (equator) 
Kunde (1984, private communica- 2 x 10-6 (North Pole) 
tion) 

HC3N Yes Far IR (Voyager) Kunde et at. (1981) 10-7-10-8 (North Pole) 
CH3CN No Kunde (1984, private communication); 5 x 10-7 (North Pole) 

expected from laboratory 10-7-10-8 

measurements; Raulin et at. (1982) 

CO Yes Near IR Lutz et at. (1983) 2-18 x 10-5 

Millimeter Muhleman et at. (1984); 2.3-10.2 x 10-5 

revised from this work 3-18 x 10-5 

stratospheric mixing ratios of 2 x 10-7, 1 X 

10-7 , and 1 x 10-7 for HCN, HC3N, and 
CH3N, respectively, but tests were also 
made with lower abundances, as discussed 
in Section VI. The value chosen for CH3CN 
is based on laboratory simulations made by 
Raulin et al. (1982) which suggest that the 
abundance of this nitrile on Titan should be 
comparable to that of HCN. It is also com-
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FIG. 1. Temperature profile of Titan and mixing ra
tios vertical distribution profiles for HCN, HC3N, and 
CH3CN. 

patible with the upper limit of the CH3CN 
abundance derived by Cerceau (1983) from 
the comparison of laboratory spectra re
corded at Paris VI University with IRIS 
North Pole spectra. Similar values were 
adopted by Sagan and Thompson (1984). 

B. Spectroscopic Data 

Spectroscopic parameters of HCN, 
HC3N, CH3CN, and CO were taken from 
the JPL Submillimeter, Millimeter and 
Spectral Microwave Line Catalogue (Poyn
ter and Pickett, 1982). The Nr N2 pressure
induced absorption responsible for the con
tinuum opacity was adopted from Courtin 
(1982). The broadening of spectral lines was 
represented by Voigt line shape factor at 
each level. Pressure broadening coeffi
cients were chosen equal to 1.5 GHz atm- I 

at 300oK, according to Pickett (1982), with a 
temperature dependence as T-O.5, except 
for CO, for which we adopted a T-O.75 de
pendence from Varanasi and Sarangi 
(1975). 

The frequencies of the transitions exhib
ited by the four constituents in the 1- to 8-
mm-wavelength range are listed in Table 
II and displayed in Fig. 2, together with the 
telluric transmission calculated for average 
conditions of humidity and an altitude of 
2400 m. CO and HCN have only two and 
three lines, respectively, in the range con
sidered, but HC3N and CH3CH exhibit 
much richer spectra. The most appropriate 
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TABLE II 

FREQUENCY OF MILLIMETER LINES OF CO, HCN, HC3N, AND CH3CN 

Identification Frequency 
(GHz) 

CO 
(1-0) 115.27 
(2-1) 230.54 

HCN 
(1-0) 88.63 
(2-1) 177.25 
(3-2) 265.89 

HC3N 
(4-3) 36.39 
(5-4) 45.49 
(6-5) 54.59 
(7-6) 63.69 
(8-7) 72.78 
(9-8) 81.88 

(10-9) 90.98 
(11-10) 100.08 
(12-11) 109.17 
(13-12) 118.27 
(14-13) 127.37 
(15-14) 136.46 
(16-15) 145.56 
(17-16) 154.66 
(18-17) 163.75 
(19-18) 172.85 
(20-19) 181.94 
(21-20) 191.04 

choice of frequencies for detecting Titan 
emission lines is discussed in Sections IV 
and VI. 

III. RADIATIVE TRANSFER ANALYSIS 

In contrast to other planetary atmo
spheres, the atmosphere of Titan is not neg
ligible in size compared to the Titan body. 
Due to the large optical path in horizontal 
viewing conditions, the opacity at the plan
et's limb can be quite large even at very 
high altitudes. As a result, the apparent ra
dius of Titan in strong absorption lines is 
larger than the actual radius of the satellite. 
The effect is amplified by the fact that the 
temperature increases with altitude in the 
stratosphere, which results in a significant 
limb's brightening. Thus, in the case of 

Identification Frequency 
(GHz) 

(22-21) 200.14 
(23-22) 209.23 
(24-23) 218.32 
(25-24) 227.42 
(26-25) 236.51 
(27-26) 245.61 
(28-27) 254.70 
(29-28) 263.79 
(30-29) 272.88 
(31-30) 281.98 
(32-31) 291.07 

CH3CN 
(2-1) 36.8 
(3-2) 55.2 
(4-3) 73.6 
(5-4) 92.0 
(6-5) 110.4 
(7-6) 128.7 
(8-7) 147.1 
(9-8) 165.5 

(10-9) 183.9 
(11-10) 202.3 
(12-11) 220.7 
(13-12) 239.1 
(14-13) 257.5 
(15-14) 275.9 
(16-15) 294.3 

emission lines, an important fraction of the 
flux emitted by Titan originates from a ring 
around the planetary disk. An example of 
this situation is shown in Fig. 3 where the 
brightness temperature of Titan at several 
frequencies within the (2-1) line of HeN is 
calculated as a function of the distance to 
the center of Titan's disk. In the core of the 
line, the apparent radius is 15% larger than 
the actual radius which results in a differ
ence of more than 30% in the total Titan 
emission. It also appears that the apparent 
"millimeter" radius of Titan varies signifi
cantly and rapidly with frequency within 
absorption lines, which renders the concept 
of disk brightness temperature somewhat 
artificial. 

These considerations lead to the conclu-
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FIG. 2. Top: Telluric transmission up to 300 GHz, at 
an altitude of 2400 m and for 1 mm of precipitable 
water vapor (from Zammit et al. 1980). Bottom: Posi
tions of transitions for HCN, HC)N, CH)CN, and CO 
up to 300 GHz (see also Table II). 

sion that the plane-parallel approximation 
is not valid in the present case. Therefore 
the sphericity of the Titan's atmosphere 
must be incorporated into the radiative 
transfer formulation, as described below. 

180 
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FIG. 3. Variation of the brightness temperature of 
Titan as a function of distance from the center of the 
disk. b is the distance from the center and R the radius 
of Titan. Labels I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 indicate frequencies 
located at a distance of 81, 31, II, 6, 3, and 0 MHz 
respectively, from the central frequency of the (2-1) 
line of HCN at 177.26125 GHz. 

FIG. 4. The geometry ofthe radiative transfer across 
Titan's atmosphere. Parameters are defined in the 
text. 

The antenna temperature T A measured 
by a radiotelescope is defined by (Kraus, 
1966) as 

where A = aperture of the telescope, 

A = wavelength of the observation, 

TB(e,rp) = brightness temperature of the 
observed object on the line of 
sight defined by angular coordi
nates e, rp. 

Assuming symmetry of revolution 
around the Titan-Earth axis (Fig. 4), and 
introducing the distance D between Earth 
and Titan, and the impact parameter b de
fining the distance between the line of sight 
and the center of Titan, we get 

(3) 

bm is chosen in such a way that the optical 
depth at this altitude is negligible at any fre
quency. For b < R, where R is the radius of 
Titan, TB(b) is defined by 

l
(b2 -b2)112 

TB(b) = Ts exp[ -T(O,b)] + m T(a,b) 
(RL b2J'12 

exp[ -T(a,b)]y(a,b) da (4)' 

I Neglecting the refraction. 
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where a represents the position of an atmo
spheric layer M on the line of sight defined 
by b (Fig. 4) and y(a,b) is the absorption 
coefficient within layer M. 

f
(b~-b2)112 

T(a,b) = a y(a' ,b) da' (5) 

is the optical depth along the line of sight 
defined by b. Ts is the surface temperature 
(assuming a ground emissivity of 1). For R 
< b < bm 

f
(b2 -bl)1I2 

TB(b) = _(:~_b2)IIJ(a,b) 
exp[ -T(a,b)]y(a,b) da. (6) 

Numerical calculations have been made us
ing this formulation. The Titan atmosphere 
was divided in 64 layers extending up to the 
altitude of 700 km. The Titan radius was 
taken equal to 2575 km (Lindal et al., 1983). 

IV. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS 

Antenna temperatures TA were calcu
lated for an antenna diameter of 30 m, 
which corresponds to the size of the 
French-German-Spanish operated IRAM 
radiotelescope in Spain, and for a distance 
Titan-Earth equal to 9.4 AU. Temperature 
for any other antenna of diameter D can be 
obtained by multiplying T A by (DI30)2 
where D is expressed in meters. 

A. HeN Lines 

The three lines of HeN, [(1-0), (2-1), 
and (3-2)], centered at 88.6, 177.3, and 
265.89 GHz, respectively, are optically 
thick in the atmosphere of Titan, for the 
abundance values determined from Voy
ager infrared measurements (see Table I). 
Therefore the shape of these emission lines 
reflects the thermal structure of the Titan 
atmosphere. In the center of the line, the 
emission originates from warm regions of 
the upper stratosphere. In the wings of the 
line, the emission comes from the lower 
stratosphere where the atmosphere is 
cooler. Figure 5 illustrates this behavior for 
the (2-1) line of HeN. The weighting func
tions (which delineate the atmospheric re-
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FIG. 5. Weighting functions, as defined by Eq. (7), 
as a function of altitude at various frequencies within 
the (2-1) line of HCN at 230.54 GHz. Labels I, 2, 3, 4, 
5, and 6 correspond to frequencies located at 81, 31, 
11, 6, 3, and 0 MHz respectively, from the center of 
the line at 177.26125 GHz. 

gions from which the radiation originates) 
are plotted at a given frequency as a func
tion of altitude. 

In the plane-parallel approximation of the 
radiative transfer, the weighting function 
WFv(h) is defined by 

TB(v) = J: T(h) WFv(h) dh (7) 

where TB(v) is the brightness temperature 
of the planet for vertical viewing and T(h) is 
the atmospheric temperature at altitude h. 
In a first approximation, TB(V) is equal to 
the temperature of the atmospheric level 
where the weighting function peaks. Thus, 
Fig. 5 suggests that information on the ther
mal structure of Titan could be obtained 
from 80 to 400 km altitude. 

Antenna temperatures which would 
result from radio observations of Titan by 
means of a 30-m telescope in the (1-0), (2-
1), and (3-2) lines of HeN are shown in 
Figs. 6-8, respectively. A large dilution 
factor due to the small angular size of Titan 
compared to the width of the antenna lobe 
results in relatively small antenna tempera-
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FIG. 6. Antenna temperature spectrum which would be measured by a 30-m-diameter radiotelescope 
observing Titan in the 88- to 93-GHz frequency range. The 0-0) line ofHCN, the 00-9) line of HC)N, 
and the (5-4) CH)CN line are seen in emission. 
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tures. All three lines clearly appear in emis
sion above the N2-N2 continuum. The most 
intense line arises from the (3-2) transition 
(Fig. 9) as a consequence of the decreasing 
width of the antenna lobe with increasing 
frequency. 

as an example, the (10-9) line at 90.98 GHz 
(Fig. 6), the (24-23) line at 218.32 GHz 
(Fig. 9), and the (29-28) line at 263.79 GHz 
(Fig. 8). Note that these lines appear as in
tense as close-by HCN lines for the mixing 
ratios used in this work. 

B. HC3N Lines 

As seen on Fig. 2, HC3N has many lines 
in the millimeter range. We have selected, 

C. CH3CN Lines 

CH3CN also has many lines in the milli
meter range but exhibits a much more com-

0.8,-------,-----..,------,--------, 

HeN 

0.4 

0.2 

0#7.L.15-----~17~7.2~0-----~1=77.~.25~----=17=7.~=----~1~77.~ 
Frequency[GHz] 

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6, around 177 GHz. The (2-1) line of HCN is seen in emission. Note the fine 
structure of the line. 
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FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 6 in the 263.5- to 266-GHz frequency range. The (3-2) line ofHCN and the (29-
28) line of HC3N are seen in emission. 

plex structure than HCN and HC3N. The 
fine structure is more visible when the or
der of the transition increases. The (5-4) 
line centered at 92.0 GHz is shown in Fig. 6 
and the (12-11) line centered at 220.7 GHz 
is shown in Fig. 9. 

D. CO Lines 

The (1-0) and (2-1) lines of CO centered 
at 115.27 and 230.54 GHz, respectively, are 
shown in Figs. 10 and 11. With the mixing 
ratio of 6 x 10-5 that we have used, accord-

ing to the determination of Lutz et al. 
(1983) from near-infrared ground-based ob
servations, the (1-0) line is twice as intense 
as the (1-0) line of HCN at 88.6 GHz. It 
appears to be the easiest line to detect on 
Titan around 2- to 3-mm wavelength and has 
indeed been detected in a 200-MHz band
width by Muhleman et al. (1984), by means 
of the millimeter-wavelength, two-element 
interferometer at the Owens Valley Ob
servatory. These authors, using the plane
parallel approximation for the radiative 
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FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 6 in the 218- to 221-GHz range. The (24-23) line of HC3N and the (l2-1l) line of 
CH3N are seen in emission. Note the complex fine structure of the CH3CN line. 
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FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 6, around 115 GHz. The (1-0) line of CO is seen in emission. 

transfer, have derived a CO mixing ratio 
between 2.3 x 10-5 and 10.2 x 10-5• It is 
interesting to compare these results with 
the values we can derive from their mea
surements using the present formulation of 
the radiative transfer. 

V. THE CO ABUNDANCE OF TITAN FROM 
MICROWAVE OBSERVATIONS 

In order to compare our calculations with 
the results published by Muhleman et aZ. 
(1984), we have averaged the flux emitted 
by Titan over frequency in a 200-MHz 

bandwidth and we have derived from the 
total flux the brightness temperature of the 
disk, assuming, as Muhleman et aZ. did, a 
Titan radius of 2575 km. The results are 
shown on Fig. 12 for CO mixing ratios of 2, 
6, 10, and 18 x 10-5 • Compared with the 
results of Muhleman et aZ. for the same 
mixing ratios (see their Fig. 1), our spectra 
are warmer by several degrees at all fre
quencies. We attribute this difference to the 
fact that our radiative transfer formulation 
takes into account the atmospheric emis
sion from the limb, which is neglected by 

1.6..------..----.----r-----..----.----, 
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FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 6, around 230.5 GHz. The (2-1) line of CO is seen in emission. 
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FIG. 12. Synthetic spectrum of the brightness temperature of Titan's disk calculated with a spectral 
resolution of 200 MHz in the 113- to 116-GHz range. The radius of Titan was taken equal to 2575 km. 
The (1-0) line of CO appears in emission. Synthetic spectra were calculated for a mixing ratio of CO 
equal to (a) 2 x 10-7; (b) 6 x 10-7; (c) 10 x 10-7; (d) 18 x 10-7• Also shown is the measurement of 
Muhleman et al. (1984), revised as described in the text. 

Muhleman et al. A minor effect comes from 
the difference in N2-N2 absorption coeffi
cients.2 The formulation of Courtin (1982) 
takes advantage of recent measurements 
which were not available to Ho et al. (1968) 
when they derived the formulation used by 
Muhleman et al. 

The brightness temperature derivation in 
the CO line (105 ± 14°K) made by Muhle
man et al. assumes TB = 74.5°K in the con
tinuum at II = 112.6 GHz. Our calculations 
indicate that T B = 81SK at the same fre
quency. Thus, following the procedure of 
these authors, we obtain a brightness tem
perature of 115 ± 14°K in the CO line, as 
indicated on Fig. 12. That leads to a CO mix
ing ratio on Titan between about 3 x 10-5 

and 18 x 10-5, with the most plausible 
value around 7.5 x 10-5• The mean value is 
indeed close to that of Muhleman et al., but 
the error bars are somewhat larger. Note 
that Samuelson et al. (1983), using a photo
chemical model and assuming a CO2 mixing 

2 This effect is, however, mainly responsible for dif
ferences in the continuum. 

ratio of 1.5 x 10-9, predict a constant CO 
mixing ratio of 1.1 x 10-4 , which is well 
within the error bars we derived. These un
certainties should be reduced through new 
measurements with large, forthcoming ra
diotelescopes, as discussed in the next sec
tion. 

VI. DETECTABILITY OF CO, HCN, HC3N, AND 
CH3CN MILLIMETER LINES 

The comparison of spectra shown on 
Figs. 6 to 11 clearly shows, as expected, 
that millimeter emission lines from Titan 
become more intense as the frequency in
creases. However, the noise of detectors 
also increases with frequency so that the 
most favorable wavelength range for detec
tion of these molecules can be found only 
by considering both effects. 

Typical noise temperatures of receivers 
h in the spectral range of interest as well as 
the resulting noise level in terms of temper
ature calculated from 

AT = 2TR 
ViiT (8) 
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where B is the spectral bandwidth of mea
surements and T is the integration time are 
given in Table III. The factor 2 in (8) takes 
into account the fact that we are looking for 
the difference between the emission line 
and the continuum. 

The cores of the emission lines shown on 
Figs. 6 to 11 can be measured with a band
width of about 1 MHz while in the wings of 
the lines a much larger bandwidth is more 
appropriate. In Table IV, the values are 
given of the integration time required to de
tect the peak of each considered line with a 
signaI-to-noise ratio of 1, 5, and 10 assum
ing an antenna efficiency of 0.5. A signal
to-noise ratio of 1 implies that the line can 
be detected by increasing the bandwidth at 
the expense of the restitution of the line 
shape. A signal-to-noise ratio of 5 or 10 per
mits one to measure the line shape, thus 
providing information on the vertical distri
bution of the absorber in Titan's atmo
sphere. 

Values of T R in Table III are in fact very 
conservative. A number of receivers are 
now significantly better. For instance, Phil
lips and Woody (1982) mention SIS receiv
ers routinely used at Owens Valley Radio 
Observatory for astrophysical observations 
with a noise temperature of 2300K at 115 
GHz. They quote a noise temperature, ob
tained in the laboratory, of 3000K at 250 
GHz. Recently, Blundell et ai. (1984) have 
obtained, also in the laboratory, a value of 
1000K at 150 GHz. Taking into account 
present developments in millimeter wave 
receivers, system noise temperatures of 

TABLE III 

P TR flT("K) flTeK) 
(GHz) (in OK) for T = 1 sec for T = I hr 

90-115 350 0.7 0.012 
150 1000 2 0.035 

220-230 2000 4 0.070 

Note. flT is calculated for B = I MHz. 

TABLE IV 

DETECTABILITY OF CO, HCN, HC3N, AND CH3CN 

Frequency I!.T" l)(h- T,) T for T for T for 
in GHz (in OK) (in OK) SIB = I SIB = 5 SIB = \0 

for l) = 0.5h 

CO 
115.27 0.7 0.08 72 sec 30 min 2 hr 
230.54 0.32 150 sec I hr 4 hr 

HCN 
88.63 0.7 0.05 220 sec 90 min 6 hr 

177.25 2 0.18 \30 sec 55 min 220 min 
265.89 4 0.50 64 sec 27 min \05 min 

HClN 
90.98 0.7 0.06 150 sec I hr 4 hr 

218.92 4 0.35 130 sec 55 min 220 min 
263.79 0.50 64 sec 27 min 105 min 

CH3CN 
92.0 0.7 0.04 5 min 2 hr 8 hr 

220.7 0.30 3 min 75 min 5 hr 

a I!.T is calculated for B = I MHz and T = I sec. 
bTL corresponds to the brightness temperature at the peak of the line, 

Tc corresponds to the temperature in the continuum, and YJ is the antenna 
efficiency. 

2000K at 115 GHz, 4000K at 150 GHz, and 
10000K at 250 GHz seem to be realistic now 
or in the near future, at least for sufficiently 
dry sites. 

Incidentally, it must be noted that the 
system temperature can become signifi
cantly higher when the atmospheric trans
parency is poor. For instance, the detection 
of the (2-1) line of HCN at 177.25 GHz is 
certainly very difficult even under usual at
mospheric conditions since this line is in 
the wing of a strong H20 telluric line (see 
Fig. 2). Observations at a low elevation 
above the horizon also increase the system 
temperature. A proper evaluation must be 
made in each case for each site. 

In any case, the examination of results 
given in Table IV permits us to conclude 
that all lines considered could be easily de
tected with a 30-m-diameter telescope, 
provided that the conservative values of de
tector noise assumed in Table III are 
achieved. 

Results from Table IV also indicate that 
the shapes of the millimeter lines could be 
retrieved in a few hours of observation. Ex
cept for CO, for which the line at 115.27 
GHz is easier to detect than the (2-1) line at 
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230.54 GHz, high frequency measurements 
are more favorable for detection. It appears 
that the detection of these lines could be 
attempted with smaller telescopes than a 
30-m one, especially at high frequencies, 
since we can compensate to some extent 
for the growing influence of the dilution fac
tor by an increase in bandwidth. However, 
another limitation comes from the difficulty 
in properly evaluating the contribution 
from Saturn which has an angular diameter 
of 20" and is only distant by about 200" from 
Titan at maximum elongation. In practice, 
the discrimination of Titan from Saturn re
quires a telescope of at least 15 m diameter 
at 90 GHz, or the use of an interferometer. 

The observed decrease in nitrile abun
dances on Titan when going from the North 
Pole to the equator could make question
able the validity of nominal values of the 
mean mixing ratios of HC3N and CH3CN 
we have used to calculate disk synthetic 
spectra. (That is not the case for HCN since 
we have adopted as a mean value the lower 
limit 2 x 10-7 corresponding to the abun
dance determined at the equator). To test 
the sensitivity of the detected signal to 
abundance values of HC3N and CH3CN, we 
have redone calculations mixing ratios of 
HC3N and CH3CN we have redone calcula
tions for various mixing ratios values. 
Results indicate that the peak-to-continuum 
ratio of HC3N lines is divided by about 2 
when the mixing ratio is divided by 3. The 
same reduction factor is obtained for 
CH3CN when the mixing ratio is divided by 
2. In other words, mean stratospheric mix
ing ratios equal to 3 x 10-8 and 5 x 10-8 for 
HC3N and CH3CN, respectively, would in
crease by a factor of 4 the integration times 
required for detection indicated in Table 
IV. On the other hand, the improvement 
mentioned above in the receiver's noise 
temperature will permit to reduce by a fac
tor of 2 the uncertainties !!:.T given in Table 
III, and thus to regain a factor of 4 on inte
gration times. Assuming these improved 
noise temperatures, it is likely that the 
shapes of the HCN and CH3CN lines could 

be measured in a realistic time of observa
tion provided that the mixing ratios of these 
constituents exceed 1 x 10-8 • Weaker lines 
corresponding to smaller abundances could 
be detected by increasing the bandwidth. 
Note that, if HC3N is, as HCN, 10 times 
less abundant at the equator than at the 
North Pole, its mixing ratio at the equator 
should be around 5 x 10-8• 

Macke (1984, private communication) 
points out that the actual pressure-broaden
ing coefficients of absorption lines of ni
triles are probably significantly larger than 
the value of 1.5 GHz atm- I we have 
adopted from Pickett (1982). That is, in
deed, strongly suggested by laboratory 
measurements of CH3CN in N2 (Srivastava 
et al., 1973) and by preliminary results of 
experiments on HCN in N2 presently in 
progress in France, at the University of 
Lille (Macke, 1984), private communica
tion). However, synthetic spectra calcu
lated with a spectral resolution of 1 MHz 
are not significantly modified when we in
crease the broadening coefficients up to 5 
GHz atm- I . But the interpretation of mea
surements made in cores of emission lines 
with a spectral resolution better than 1 
MHz would require the use of precise val
ues for broadening coefficients. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

From synthetic calculations of the milli
meter spectrum of Titan developed in this 
report, we conclude that there is a possibil
ity of measuring the shape of the emission 
lines of CO, HCN, HC3N, and possibly of 
CH3CN, by using large radiotelescopes and 
heterodyne receivers. One could then re
trieve the vertical distribution of these con
stituents in the stratosphere of Titan. Such 
information would lead to a great improve
ment in the theoretical modeling of the for
mation process of these molecules. 

In the course of this analysis, we have 
also demonstrated that an accurate calcula
tion of the microwave emission from Titan 
requires a treatment of the radiative trans
fer which takes into account the sphericity 
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of the atmosphere. Reinterpreting the mi
crowave measurements of Muhleman et al. 
(1984) by means of such a formulation, we 
conclude that the CO mixing ratio in Titan 
is between 3 and 18 x 10-5• This uncer
tainty is too large to provide useful con
straints on photochemical models of Titan's 
atmosphere. On the other hand, the deter
mination of the CO abundance from near
infrared measurements (6 x 10-5) by Lutz 
et al. (1983) is also uncertain by a factor of 
3. The microwave measurements that we 
propose should permit a significant im
provement in the accuracy of the determi
nation of the CO abundance on Titan. 
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of Io's Atmosphere 

Millimeter-wave observations of SO 2 have allowed the first 
gruundbased direct detection of Io's neutral atmosphere. From 
observations of two SO2 rotational lines, at 221.965 and 143.057 
GHz, tentative detection of a third SO 2 line, at 346.652 GHz, and 
upper limits on two other lines, basic properties of Io's atmosphere 
are inferred. The SO2 atmosphere appears to have a global temporal 
stability and can be represented by a collisionally thick 10t~-10 t2 
cm -3 atmosphere (p = 3--40 nbar) covering a limited fraction 
(5-20%) of Io's surface, with possibly larger pressures on the 
trailing side than on the leading. The horizontal distribution of 
gaseous SO 2 is best described as the result of discrete distribution 
of (equilibrium or volcanic) sources rather than by vapor pressure 
equilibrium over a smooth distribution of surface frosts. The lower 
atmosphere seems surprisingly hot, about 500--600 K at 40 kin. A 
reanalysis of the IRIS/Voyager observation of the v 3 SO 2 band at 
7 ptm over Loki, using a NLTE transfer model, suggests tempera- 
ture/pressure conditions at Loki consistent with those derived for 
the global atmosphere from the millimeter-wave data. High tem- 
peratures in the lower scale height, however, are not accommo- 
dated by simple thermal models. Our results suggest that Io's 
atmosphere may be best described by a "volcanic source" atmo- 
spheric model, although some aspects of the "equilibrium" models, 

notably the temporal stability, are also present. While the primary 
problem remains the need to unambiguously determine and explain 
the vertical thermal structure, it must be noted that if the atmo- 
sphere is hot, the concept of an atmosphere in dynamical equilib- 
rium with one or more volcanic sources may provide a reasonable 
explanation to the Pioneer 10 occultation. Finally, new upper limits 
on atmospheric HzS, SO, and CO were obtained. .~ t992 A~dcmJc 
Press, Inc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A l t h o u g h  the  e x i s t e n c e  o f  a t e n u o u s  neu t ra l  a t m o s p h e r e  
a r o u n d  Io was  e s t a b l i s h e d  a l m o s t  two  d e c a d e s  ago ( B r o w n  
1973), its f u n d a m e n t a l  p r o p e r t i e s - - p r e s s u r e ,  t he rma l  
s t ruc tu re ,  c o m p o s i t i o n ,  spa t ia l  d i s t r i bu t i on ,  and  t e m p o r a l  
v a r i a b i l i t y - - s t i l l  r e m a i n  e s s e n t i a l l y  u n k n o w n .  O b s e r v a -  
t ions o f  the  o c c u l t a t i o n  o f  fl S c o r p i i - C  by  Io (Bar tho ld i  
and  O w e n  1972, Smi th  and  S m i t h  1972) p r o v i d e d  an ea r ly ,  
but  m o d e l - d e p e n d e n t ,  u p p e r  l imit  o f  a b o u t  10 -.7 b a r  to the 
su r face  p r e s s u r e  nea r  the  t e r m i n a t o r  r eg ions .  The  first 
( indi rec t )  o b s e r v a t i o n a l  e v i d e n c e  for  a r e l a t i v e l y  d e n s e  
neut ra l  a t m o s p h e r e  was  o b t a i n e d  in 1973 wi th  the  d e t e c -  
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tion of ionospheric layers, again over the terminator re- 
gions, by the Pioneer 10 radio-occultation experiment 
(Kliore et  al. 1974, 1975). These measurements have 
turned out to be very difficult to use as a diagnostic tool for 
the lower atmosphere and there has arisen considerable 
controversy regarding the various interpretations (John- 
son and Matson 1989). In 1979, near-IR spectra recorded 
by the Voyager IRIS experiment over one of the major 
volcanic hotspots discovered by Voyager, Loki, indicated 
the presence of gaseous SO 2, with a local pressure of 
about  10 -7 bar, and allowed stringent upper limits to be 
placed on a number of other gases (Pearl et al. 1979). In 
the same year, solid sulfur dioxide (either as a frost or 
absorbate) was identified in groundbased near-IR spectra 
(Fanale et al.  1979, Smythe et al. 1979). These discoveries 
provided the first direct measurements of the pressure 
and composition of Io's atmosphere and set the stage 
for atmospheric models in which sublimation equilibrium, 
"buffering," plays a dominant role. Although the IRIS, 
groundbased, and Pioneer 10 observations related to dif- 
ferent places and different epochs on Io, the various mea- 
surements have been used jointly to form the basis of 
aeronomic models (Kumar 1979, 1980, 1982, 1985, Kumar 
and Hunten 1982, Summers 1985). Kumar's models are 
particularly important for the work presented in this paper 
since they were the first to indicate that Io's atmosphere 
could be thermally inverted in the lowest scale height. It 
was this result that led us to the expectation that the 
millimeter-wave pure rotational spectrum of SO 2 would 
be in emission and ultimately led to the observations that 
we report below. Most post-Voyager attempts to observe 
lo's atmosphere have been carried out in the near-UV, 
notably with IUE (International Ultraviolet Explorer) 
(Bertaux and Beiton 1979, Butterworth et al. 1980, Bailes- 
ter et al. 1990). Although none of these observations led 
to the actual detection of gaseous SO2, it was possible to 
obtain upper limits on the global SO2 amount that placed 
significant, if controversial (Belton, 1982), constraints on 
the amount of SO 2 in Io's atmosphere. 

Of the several attempts to describe the horizontal distri- 
bution of gaseous SO2, the models can be roughly classi- 
fied as falling into "buffered," "volcanic," or "sput- 
tered" categories. Within this categorization we have 
"thick (i.e., collisional)," " th in ,"  "stable," and "transi- 
tory" varieities. 

In the buffered models, the distribution of SO2 reflects 
local vapor pressure equilibrium with the surface. Active 
sources and, in some models, atmospheric motions are 
ignored to the first approximation. These models have 
been mostly concerned with the location, state, and tem- 
perature of surface frosts that control the equilibrium 
pressure. Examples include the sublimation models con- 
sidered by Pearl et  al. (1979), Berlaux and Belton (1979), 
the regional (or albedo cold-trapping) buffered model of 

Fanale et al. (1982), and the regolith (or subsurface) cold- 
trap model (Matson and Nash 1983). Since all of these 
models correspond to vapor pressure equilibrium at tem- 
peratures which vary by tens of degrees, the range of SO2 
pressures predicted by these models is enormous, from 
about  10 -7 to 10-15 bar (Johnson and Matson 1989). 

In "volcanic" models, the possible dynamic nature of 
Io's atmosphere and the role of volcanoes as sources are 
stressed. Kumar (1979) pointed out that the lifetime of an 
SO: atmosphere on 1o must be very short, measured in 
days, due to the scavenging action of magnetospheric 
plasma flow around the satellite. He suggested that a con- 
tinuous level of volcanic activity would be needed to main- 
tain a stable atmosphere. Evidence for significant flows in 
the neutral atmosphere near the surface, related to major 
volcanic regions, has been documented by Lee and 
Thomas (1980). They find evidence in the Voyager images 
for flows such as those associated with Pele that extend 
to distances as great as 750 kin. Buffered atmospheres 
must be inherently unstable due to large horizontal pres- 
sure gradients (Ingersoll et  al. 1985), and such sublimation 
and volcanically driven flows (Ingersoll 1989, Baum- 
gardner et  al. 1987, Moreno et al. 1991) appear to be 
capable of distributing SO2 across the surface to substan- 
tial distances. Whether or not the volcanic component of 
the atmospheric gas dominates in a particular locality 
depends on the strength of the source, the temperature 
and state of the frost at the surface, and the atmospheric 
temperature. Ultimately, however, the formal distinction 
between "equilibrium" and "volcanic" atmospheres 
must be somewhat artificial because equilibrium SO 2 
frosts are losing mass that must be resupplied by the 
volcanoes (Kumar 1979, Ingersoll 1989). 

In "sputtered" models, a tenuous atmosphere is pro- 
duced by the impact of energetic magnetospheric particles 
with the surface (later generalized to include sputtering 
off an existing atmosphere; McGrath and Johnson 1987). 
This process produces a highly rarefied, collisionally thin, 
atmospheric corona that can feed new material into the Io 
torus (Lanzerotti and Brown 1983, Sieveka and Johnson 
1985, 1986, Cheng et al. 1986). These processes may still 
be significant sources of neutral atmosphere in regions 
away from volcanic sources on the nightside where the 
surface temperature is well below 100 K. 

In this paper, we show that the observations to date 
generally support the volcanic atmospheric concept, al- 
though aspects of all three types of models are probably 
at work. None of the current models, however, are found 
to satisfy the data completely. The primary problem ap- 
pears to be in the calculation of the vertical structure of 
the atmosphere and, in particular, in the estimation of the 
atmospheric temperature in the first scale height, This was 
considered in detail by Kumar (1980, 1985) who found 
that near-UV heating was strong enough to produce a 
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temperature inversion down to the surface if the primary 
cooling was due to the fundamental vibrational bands 
of SO2. His models, like those of Johnson (1989), who 
considered only heating by plasma interaction, are quite 
hot. However, there is considerable uncertainty with 
these calculations because major cooling terms are omit- 
ted, e.g., cooling in the rotational bands and local cooling 
due to expansion of gas in the horizontal flow. Further 
uncertainties arise because the SO2 infrared cooling was 
modeled only by analogy to the properties of CO_,--a 
molecule that has different vibrational characteristics than 
SO 2. Ingersoll et al. (1985) and Ingersoll (1989) avoided 
this problem by simply assuming an adiabatic lapse rate 
in the lowest scale height, while Moreno et al. (1991) 
included vibrational cooling but ignored UV heating. As 
a result, the models of these latter authors deal with ex- 
tremely cold atmospheric flows that are limited in their 
ability to provide sizable atmospheric pressure at great 
horizontal distances from the sources of gas. 

We report here on high-resolution millimeter-wave 
spectroscopic observations of Iv performed in 1990 and 
1991 that allowed the first unambiguous groundbased de- 
tection of SO 2 in the atmosphere of Iv (Lellouch et al. 
1990). The data are described and analyzed in terms of 
SO, atmospheric pressure, horizontal distribution, tem- 
perature, and temporal stability. We then present a reas- 
sessment of the IRIS-Voyager observations of the ~'3 band 
of SO2 and show that non-LTE (local thermodynamic 
equilibrium) effects are important in the formation of the 
band. In this way, we are able to conclude that the global 
SO2 atmosphere that we observed from Earth has charac- 
teristics (pressure, temperature) similar to those observed 
at Loki by Voyager. The paper concludes with a simple 
thermal model of Io's lower atmosphere and a discussion 
of new upper limits that we can place on the presence of 
H,S, SO, and CO in Io's atmosphere. 

2. O B S E R V A T I O N S  

2.1. Genera l  Procedure  

Millimeter-wave observations of Io were conducted on 
the 30-m IRAM (Institut de Radio-Astronomie Millim6- 
trique) radiotelescope located at Pico Veleta, Spain, and 
the 10.4-m CSO (Caltech Submillimeter Observatory) at 
Mauna Kea. We obtained data on five runs: UT 1990 
January 16-18, 1991 January 12-14, and 1991 March 
30-April 2 at IRAM, and UT 1991 January I-3 and 23-25 
at CSO. During each run, the maximum elongation of Io 
roughly coincided with the time of Jupiter transit. More- 
over, because of the 42h28 m rotation period of Io, observa- 
tions on consecutive nights allowed us to study both the 
leading and the trailing sides of the satellite. 

2.1.1. I R A M  observat ions .  Observations at IRAM 

(Baars et al. 1987) can be performed using simultaneously 
three SIS (supraconductor-insulator-supraconductor) 
receivers, which operate respectively at 215-270 GHz 
(1.3 mm), 135-185 GHz (2mm), and 75-115 GHz (3mm) 
and can be used in either single or double sideband. Typi- 
cal single sideband receiver temperatures are 220 K at 220 
GHz, 140 K at 140 GHz, and 150 K at 115 GHz. The 
signal from each receiver can be analyzed in a backend 
(spectrometer) of 512 independent channels with 1-MHz 
resolution. For higher resolution studies, a 256 × 100- 
kHz backend can also be used in parallel with the I-MHz 
backend. The higher resolution analyzer can also be split 
into two equal parts (128 x 100 kHz) and shared between 
two receivers. 

A facility for positional and velocity tracking of plane- 
tary satellites is not commonly found at radiotelescopes. 
At IRAM, one of us (G.P.) has implemented a position 
tracking program for satellites, using ephemerides from 
the Bureau des Longitudes, Paris, France (J.-E. Arlot 
and W. Thuillot, private communication). For velocity 
tracking, this program only corrects for the topocentric 
motion of the planet, and not for the planetocentric of the 
satellite. Since Io's orbital velocity changes rapidly, high 
resolution spectroscopic observations of sharp lines de- 
mand that Io'sjovicentric velocity be corrected: Io's typi- 
cal acceleration relative to Jupiter (projected on the 
Iv-Earth line) is about 30 m/sec per minute (i.e., 24 kHz/ 
min at 1.3 mm), which means that the line center of the 
222-GHz line shifts by one FWHM (full width at half 
maximum, about 600 kHz; see below) in 25 min. There- 
fore, we structured all of our observations at IRAM as 
2-min scans which, in the data reduction phase, were 
individually corrected for the jovicentric Doppler shift 
before they were coadded. This procedure, which leads 
to averaging scans with different central frequency and 
therefore different frequency sampling, slightly modifies 
the effective channel response function (see Appendix). 
The absolute accuracy of the ephemeris is of order -+20 
m/sec (15 kHz at !.3 mm). 

All our observations were done with the usual "position 
switch" mode, where the telescope alternatively points 
at the source and a reference sky position. At IRAM, a fast 
version of this mode was available ("wobbling") which 
chopped the secondary of the telescope at a frequency of 
1 Hz. The reference position was taken 240" (10 Rj) away 
from Iv (the maximum allowed by the system), to mini- 
mize the contribution by Jupiter. Calibrations were per- 
formed with the standard hot load (chopper wheel)-cold 
load (sky) procedure. One calibration was made after a 
group of five scans at Iv. 

Pointing was checked every ½ hr on Jupiter--and some- 
times on Iv itself---by azimuth and elevation drifts across 
the planet. Pointing corrections were generally of 1-2 
arcsec, and never exceeded 4 arcsec. In addition, after 5 
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or 10 scans at Io, a scan on "an t i - Iv"  (the sky position 
symmetric to Io with respect to Jupiter) was recorded,  as 
a further check of  the pointing and the calibration. Indeed, 
while the continuum of  Io can in principle be detected and 
measured at millimeter wavelengths, the corresponding 
antenna temperature is small (a fraction of  a K) because 
of  a high dilution of  Io (1.1") in the main beam (12" at 222 
GHz),  and can be severely offset (by several times its 
value) due to sky fluctuations, instrumental baseline rip- 
ples, and, when Io is several hours away from its maximal 
elongation position (138"), by the contribution of Jupiter in 
the sidelobes. Thus, the antenna continuum temperature 
does not provide a simple means to measure Io 's  surface 
brightness temperature.  In contrast ,  assuming the beam 
is symmetrical ,  the Io and anti-Iv spectra are similarly 
affected, therefore the difference between the observed 
continua at Io and anti-Iv is expected to be consistent with 
the known surface temperature of  Io, providing another 
calibration and pointing control.  With some exceptions,  
we merely rejected those scans which did not meet this 
continuum level criterion. The exceptions primarily oc- 
curred on the January 1991 run when Jupiter was near its 
node and the other  Galilean satellites often fell into the 
beam with Io. This behavior was predictable and we were 
able to anticipate the observed changes in the continuum 
levels. In the case of  this data we assumed that the entire 
emission line signal originated on Io. Frequency tuning 
was checked on interstellar sources (Orion, IRC ÷ 10216 
. . . )  and this provided extra control on the calibration. 

2.1.2. C S O  observa t ions .  CSO operates two receiv- 
ers, one in the millimeter range (220-270 GHz)  and one 
in the submillimeter range (330-360 GHz);  only one of 
these receivers can be used at a time. Both receivers 
operate as a double sideband system, with noise tempera- 
tures of about I00 K for the millimeter and 200 K for 
the submillimeter bands. We only used the submillimeter 
receiver  (Ellison et al. 1989). Spectral analysis is per- 
formed by means of two AOS (Acousto-Optical  Spec- 
trometers) ,  covering 500- and 50-MHz intervals at spectral 
resolutions of I MHz and 100 kHz,  respectively. 

Positional tracking on Io was performed by using the 
general planetary software, where a polynomial fit is made 
through three planetary positions. For the planets, one usu- 
ally takes the position once a day at O h UT. Since Io moves 
around Jupiter in about ,12 hr, we made up an hourly ephem- 
eris for the satellite to ensure proper tracking. There is no 
facility at CSO to track planets in velocity. We obtained the 
topocentric velocities of Io from M. Standish (JPL, private 
communication) at 10-min intervals. In contrast to the 
IRAM observations, we updated the observing frequency 
on line every 2 min, so that the " l ine"  stayed at the center 
frequency. The JPL ephemeris is essentially the same as 
that from the Bureau des Longitudes. 

Data were taken with the usual o n - o f f  method,  where 
the off  position was taken 125 arcsec (5 Rj)  away from Io, 
in the direction opposite to Jupiter. Before each group 
of  scans (but certainly before each change in observing 
frequency) a calibration scan was taken using a hot (chop- 
per wheel) and cold (sky) load. The observed source tem- 
perature is corrected for atmospheric  extinction and 
ground spillover. We measured the extinction by making 
skytips at the observing frequency.  Typical  values were 
0.09 on 1990 Dec 31,0 .2-0 .25 on 1991 Jan 1, 0.15 on Jan 
2, and about 0.15-0.22 on 1991 Jan 23-25. In addition, the 
extinction was continuously monitored using a tipping 
radiometer  at 225 GHz.  

Pointing was checked roughly every half-hour on Jupi- 
ter, by using the five-point technique (points taken half a 
beam offset from the center  position toward N, S, E, and 
W). The pointing was found to be generally within a few 
arcsec of the target. Frequency  tuning was checked on 
Orion. 

2.1.3. Calibrat ion o f  an tenna  t empera ture s .  The spec- 
tra shown in the figures are averages of  individual scans 
that were summed after correct ion for orbital Doppler  
shifts. Since a calibration of  Io 's  cont inuum was not possi- 
ble for the reasons mentioned above,  a constant ,  or first- 
degree polynomial baseline has been subtracted from the 
data. The signal is obtained from the system in units of  
"an tenna  t empera tu re"  (T*). This scale is fully corrected 
for the atmospheric extinction and can be conver ted  to a 
brightness temperature (TB) according to. 

T* A = [ B~ff/Ferrl~T B, 

where Berf/Ferf is the ratio of  the main beam to the forward 
efficiency and "0 is the "filling fac to r"  of  Io in the main 
beam. We assume the beam to be Gaussian, i.e., 
r/ = I - 2  -~°'vwHM)2 where D is Io 's  angular size and 
FWHM is the full width at half maximum of  the main 
beam. At IRAM, approximate values of  F W H M  are 13" 
at 222 GHz,  17" at 143 GHz,  and 23" at 115 GHz,  and the 
corresponding Beff/F~f e are about 0.50, 0.60, and 0.70. At 
CSO, the beam FWHM is 21" at 345 G H z  and B¢ff/F~fr is 
0.60. 

2.2. Data  

2.2.1. I R A M :  U T  1990 J a n u a r y  16-18.  Our first data 
set was obtained at IRAM on January 16 (leading side) 
and 17 (trailing side), 1990. We searched for SO 2 at 221.965 
GHz  (the (I1,1,11)-(I0,0,10) transition) and H2S at 
168.763 G Hz (the (1,1,0)-(I ,0,1) transition) at I -MHz and 
100-kHz resolution. SO 2 was unambiguously detected on 
both sides of  Io, although the "con t inuum cr i ter ion"  led 
us to reject approximately half of  the scans and left us 
with admittedly low S/N data (Figs. l a - l c ) .  As mentioned 
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in our preliminary report  (Lellouch et al. 1990), the SO2 
line exhibits similar characteristics on both sides (a bright- 
ness temperature contrast  (AT B) of about 18 K and a 
FWHM of about 600 kHz. In addition (Fig. 1 of  Lellouch 
et al. (1990) and Figs. l e - l g  hereafter), the SO_, line 
seemed, at the 3o- confidence level, to show short term 
variability, which affected its contrast but not its width. 
(As the reader  may note, the spectra shown in Fig. 1 are 
somewhat  different from those published in Lellouch et 
al. (1990). This was due to a small error  in the IRAM data 
reduction package regarding the averaging of scans with 
different f requency sampling.) In one instance, however,  
during the first 12 min of  observation on the trailing side, 
we observed a much narrower (0.3 -+ 0.2 MHz) and 
stronger (about 90 K) line. We speculated that this event 
may have been due to a possible cutoff  of a volcanic 
source, shortly after our observations started on 1990 
January 17 (UT about 19.00), which led to a rapid conden- 
sation of  SO 2 onto the cold surface (Lellouch et al. 1990). 
Finally, the search for H2S was negative, with a 1o-, 100- 
kHz upper limit of 29 K at Io (Fig. Id). 

2.2.2. CSO, UT 1990, December  30-1991 January 1. 
During the first run at CSO, we searched for SO2 at 346.652 
G H z  [(19,1,19)-(18-1,18)]. Because the "scaling fac tor"  
(Beff/FetT x "O) is much smaller at CSO than at IRAM (I/ 
800 vs 1/350), it is much more difficult to detect a line at 
CSO than at IRAM, although this line is intrinsically 3.5 
times stronger than the 221.965-GHz line. The spectrum 
is shown in Fig. 2a (Hanning smoothed,  unfolded spec- 
trum). If the feature at the center  is real, its reliability can 
be improved by using the folding technique SYMCOMET 
(Gerard 1987, Snyder  et al. 1989) developed to detect 
weak cometary  lines. One folds the spectrum with respect 
to a center  channel, which thus increases the S/N in the 
spectrum, except  at the center  channel. Since the line is 
expected to be at channel 256, we folded around this 
channel;  the result is shown in Fig. 2b. The rms noise in 
this spectrum is 20 mK, or 16 K on Io. We inspected 
similar spectra, folded over  different channels. We typi- 
cally detected a line, although with a poor S/N ratio, if 
the center  channel was chosen to lie between channels 
250 and 259, and did not detect  a line when a channel 
outside this range was chosen as the center  channel. From 
these numerical experiments,  we conclude that we may 
have detected the line at the 2o- level: the strength of  the 
feature in Fig. 2b is 40 mK, or 32 K on Io, a factor of 2 
above the rms background noise. The width of the line is 
about 1 MHz. 

2.2.3. I R A M :  UT 1991 January 12-14. The main goal 
of  this run was to repeat the January 1990 observation to 
study the temporal variability of Io 's  SO2 atmosphere,  on 
both long time scales (1 year) and short term periods 
(hours). This run occurred during the period of the satel- 

lites' mutual events,  which caused the cont inuum on Io 
or anti-lo to be occasionally contaminated by contribution 
of  one of  the other satellites in the beam. Because this 
happened in a predictable way, however ,  the "con t inuum 
cri ter ion" could still be used. Thanks to excellent  sky 
conditions, the 221.965 line was easily detected at 100- 
kHz resolution, on both sides, with an improved S/N 
(Figs. 3a-3c). On average, the line features (contrast and 
width) remained unchanged compared to the previous 
year. In addition, on January 13/14, the 2-mm receiver,  
which was unavailable on January 12/13, could be oper- 
ated and allowed us to detect  the (16,2,14)-(16,1,15) line 
at 143.057 G H z  on the trailing side (Fig. 3d), in spite of  a 
worse "scaling fac tor"  (I/474 vs 1/371 at 222 GHz).  The 
143-GHz line appeared somewhat  narrower  than the 222- 
GHz line, as expected for pure Doppler-broadened lines 
(see below). The 222-GHz line appeared slightly broader  
on the trailing than on the leading side (Fig. 3). Interest- 
ingly, both lines were also detected in the I -MHz backend,  
although they were unresolved. As opposed to the 1990 
data, the lines detected on 1991 January 12-14 did not 
show any obvious temporal variability, even at a low 
confidence level. The 222-GHz line on the trailing side 
seems to show some asymmetry ,  with one wing steeper  
than the other; however,  this is within the noise level and 
we cannot think of  any obvious mechanism that would 
lead to an asymmetry  in the line profile. Finally, using the 
3-mm receiver in parallel we searched for CO at 115 GHz,  
but only at I-MHz resolution. This line was not detected,  
with an 1o- upper limit of  3 K at Io at I -MHz resolution. 

2.2.4. CSO: UT 1991 January 23-25. During the sec- 
ond run at CSO, we searched for SO at 346.529 GHz.  The 
line was not detected,  despite our efforts at smoothing 
and folding. We obtained an rms noise of  23 K at Io at 
100-kHz resolution or 16 K after folding the spectrum 
(Figs. 2c and 2d). 

2.2.5. I R A M :  UT 1991 March 31-Apri l  2. The last run 
at IRAM was devoted to a search for weaker  SO, lines, 
in an attempt to better  constrain lo 's  thermal structure. 
The idea is that the 222-GHz line is saturated to some 
extent,  depending on the temperature  (Lellouch et al. 
1990). The lower the temperature,  the more saturated 
the line must be. Detection of  much weaker  lines would 
indicate a strong saturation of the 222-GHz line, and there- 
fore a low atmospheric temperature,  whereas nondetec-  
tion of reasonably weaker  lines would be evidence for 
high atmospheric temperatures.  Our observat ions,  unfor- 
tunately, were seriously hampered by tuning and stability 
problems on the 1.3-mm receiver.  During the first night 
(leading side), we searched for the 146.550-GHz line 
((10,4,6)-(11,3,9)) at 100-kHz resolution, which (at 300 K) 
is intrinsically 8 times weaker than the 143-GHz line. The 
1-MHz backend was centered so as to observe this line 
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FIG. 2. CSO observations. (a) The SO, 346.65-GHz line, T,m - 16 hr (UT 1990 December 31-1991 January 1). (b) Same spectrum, after folding. 
(c) Spectrum near the 346.53-GHz line of SO, Tint ~ 8 hr (UT 1991 January 23-24). (d) Same spectrum, after folding. 

simultaneously with the (4,2,2)-(4,1,3) 146.605-GHz line 
(3 times weaker  than the 143-GHz line). No line was 
detected (Fig. 4a) and on the following night we centered 
the 100-kHz backend on the 146.605-GHz line, which was 
not detected either (Fig. 4b). Since these nondetections 
appear  of crucial importance for the interpretation in 
terms of  atmospheric temperatures  (see below), we have 
very carefully checked possible instrumental problems. 
Observations of  interstellar sources showed that the 2- 
mm receiver  was tuned to the right frequency,  remained 
stable, and did not experience any particular calibration 
problems. The pointing and tracking at Io was good, as 
attested by the continuum level test (Fig. 4c). We finally 
strongly believe that on March 31/April I, 1991, the SO 2 
146.550 and 146.605 lines did not show up at the 7.9 and 
5.7 K (1o-) level. 

3. ANALYSIS 

3.1.  L o c a l  T h e r m o d y n a m i c a l  E q u i l i b r i u m  

The Einstein coefficient A of  the millimeter-wave transi- 
tions can be computed as a function of  their absolute 
strength S (in cm/mole)  according to 

A - 87rkTv Q eh,E/krS, 
h g 

where Tis temperature,  Q the partition function at temper- 
ature T (5898.9 at 300 K), and v, E, and g are the transition 
frequency (cm -i), lower energy level (cm-~), and degen- 
eracy,  respectively. The emission is in local thermody- 
namical equilibrium (LTE) as long as this transition proba- 
bility is small compared with the collisional deactivation 
probability k d x N, where k d is the relaxation deactivation 
rate (cm 3 sec-I)  and N the atmospheric  concentrat ion.  
Bass et a/. (1971) have measured a rotational relaxation 
time of 3 × 10-1°sec/a tm at 300 K, which gives k d = 
1.4 x 10- ~0 cm 3 sec-  ~. Using spectroscopic information 
from the JPL catalog (Poynter  and Pickett 1982), Table I 
computes,  for the various transitions we have observed,  
the Einstein coefficient and the critical concentrat ion N O 
= A / k  d . This shows that the rotational transitions of  SO_, 
are in LTE  in most of  Io 's  neutral a tmosphere:  for a 
surface concentrat ion of  about 2 × l0 ~ cm -3, which, as 
we show below, is inferred from our  measurements ,  and 
a typical critical concentrat ion of  2 × 10 5 cm -3, the lines 
are in LTE  up to about 14 scale heights. In fact, since the 
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line centers are optically thin at the critical level (r of 
order  4 x 10 -5 for the 222-GHz line), the departure from 
L T E  does not impact at all on the computation of  the 
emission. 

3.2. Broadening Regime 

Smith and Smith (1972) obtained an upper limit for 
the pressure of  Io 's  a tmosphere from the 13 Scorpii 
occultat ion in 1971. Due to different molecular refractivi- 
ties, this upper limit depends on the nature of the 
dominant atmospheric species, and is, for example,  
equal to 0.09 /,tbar for Nz, 0.13 txbar for CH4, and 44 
/xbar for Hz, assuming an isothermal atmosphere at 
100 K. Since the pressure limit scales as T z5, more 
conservat ive upper limits, assuming T = 500 K, are 
obtained by multiplying these numbers by 50. As is 
characteristic for  a stellar occultation, these numbers 
apply to Io 's  limb. Since the above species do not 
condense out at Io 's  surface temperatures,  the corre- 
sponding limits should hold at any location on Io. If the 
dominant gas in Io 's  atmosphere is condensible, the 
upper limits above cannot be used. However ,  more 
stringent upper limits (of order  10 -8 bar) have been 

inferred for a number of  common gases (COz, CH4, 
NH 3, HzO, H2S . . . )  from IRIS/Voyager  data at the 
hot spot (Loki) where SO2 was detected.  Therefore ,  
excluding the hydrogen atmosphere  case as implausible 
based upon Jeans escape criteria, a maximum ground 
pressure of about 5 /zbar  must apply at any location on 
Io (except possibly in localized volcanic plumes). 

The Doppler FWHM at 222 G H z  is approximately 220 
kHz at 120 K, whereas the Lorentz  collisional width is of  
order 6 kHz//zbar. Thus,  the SO2 transitions are purely 
Doppler broadened. 

3.3. First-Order Estimate of the SO,_ Pressure 
Distribution 

Unless the characteristic atmospheric  temperature  is 
about 900 K, the observed F W H M  are larger than the 
Doppler width, indicating saturation. This provides a 
straightforward, analytic way to infer at first order  the 
SOz amount  on Io. Considering a surface with temperature  
Ts (130 K) and microwave emissivity e (0.9), a fraction 
p of which is covered by an isothermal a tmosphere  at 
t e m p e r a t u r e  Tat  m ,  the line contrast  at f requency u from 
line center is 
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near  the 146.605-GHz line of  SO,,. Ti,t = 4 hr. (c) The average (cont inuum) temperature  on 1o (histograms) and " an t i - l o "  (solid line) during the 
146.605-GHz observa t ions ,  expressed  in an tenna  temperature .  Io 's  theoretical con t inuum is about  0.22 K in this scale. The  increase o f  con t inuum 
level with scan  numbe r  is due to the progressive fillling of  Jupiter in the sidelobes. 

A T B ( I . ' )  = P ( T a t  m - -  e T s ) ( I  - e - ' ( v ) )  (1)  

and the half width at half maximum (HWHM) Av is defined 
by 

ATB(AV) = I/2(ATB(0)) (2) 

o r  

1 - e - 7 ( ° )  = 2 ( 1  - e - 7 ( a ~ ) ) ,  ( 3 )  

where r(v) is the integrated vertical opacity at f requency 
v. For  a Gaussian profile, 

"r(v) = 7 ( 0 )  X 2-(waDoP )2 (4) 

where aDo p is the Doppler HWHM.  
From the measurement  of  Av, Eqs. (3) and (4) allow us 

to estimate r(0) and to infer the SO2 column density ~V 
(mole cm-2) ,  since 

S(Tatm)J~ '̂  
z ( O )  = - -  

V'--~o~ Do p ' 
where S(Tatm) is the absolute line strength at temperature  
Tat m . ,h" can be expressed in terms of  a partial pressure p 
(bar), assuming an airmass of  I, from ~V = p i l L ,  where 
H is the atmospheric scale height (cm) and L -- 2.687 x 
1019 c m  -2 .  Assuming an airmass of  I will be justified by 
our finding that the atmosphere is, at least partly,  located 
in the subsolar regions. Finally, once ~'(0) is known, p is 
derived from (l). 

To produce a line with contrast  AT B, the atmospheric  
temperature must be at least equal to Tat m = e T  s + A T  a. 

This gives a lower limit Tat m -> 140 K for AT B = 23 K. r,  
p, and p strongly depend on Tat m through ado p and Eq. (l),  
and typical values are given in Table II. 

Although this analysis is really rudimentary,  it provides 
a hint of the basic features of  Io 's  SO2 atmosphere .  The 
atmospheric pressure is from one to a few tens of  nano- 
bars, and since p is significantly less than l except  in the 
extreme temperature cases (very cold or very hot), this 
a tmosphere probably covers  only some 10% of  the satel- 
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T A B L E  I 

L o c a l T h e r m o d y n a m i ~ l E q u i l i b f i u m  o f S e v e r a l S O 2 R o ~ t i o n a l L i n ~  

Frequency Absolute strength Energy Einstein coefficient Critical N o 
(GHz) (cm/mole) Degeneracy (cm-i)  (sec- i) (cm-3) 

346.652 1.11 x 10 -21 39 105.30 5.05 x 10 -4 3.6 x 106 
221.965 3.18 × 10 -22 23 34.55 1.12 x 10 -4 8.2 x l0 s 
143.057 1.73 x I0 -2-" 33 99.82 3.58 × 10 -s 2.6 × 105 
146.605 4.66 × 10 -'-~ 9 8.33 2.44 × 10 -s 1.8 × 10 s 
146.550 2.05 × l 0  23 21 57.55 5.82 × l0 -6 4.3 × l04 

lite's hemisphere facing Earth. This led us to support the 
idea proposed earlier (e.g., Bertaux and Belton 1979) that 
the SO2 atmosphere of  Io is in equilibrium with the surface 
temperature,  leading to a significant atmosphere in the 
subsolar regions only (Lellouch et al. 1990). In addition, 
since pressures we derive in the vicinity of  the subsolar 
region are lower than the equilibrium values for the aver- 
age noon temperature (130 K, i.e., 1.3 × 10 -7 bar, assum- 
ing Wagman's  (1979) analysis of  SO2 vapor equilibrium 
data), this qualitatively favors the " reg ional"  buffered 
models proposed by Fanale et al. (1982), where the SO z 
abundance is controlled by the small scale brightest and 
coldest areas. However ,  as shown below, further analysis 
of  our  data shows that the reality is probably more com- 
plex than this simple picture. 

3.4. Isothermal Fits 

The simple analysis above,  which only makes use of 
the observed line contrast  and FWHM,  provides the SO 2 
amount  and surface coverage as a function of  the atmo- 
spheric temperature,  but does not give any information 
on the temperature,  except  for the loose constraint 
140 K -< Tat m ~ 900 K. In fact, it is possible to derive some 
constraints on the temperature,  by fitting the observed 
lineshapes of  the detected 222-, 143-, and 346-GHz lines 
and by using the upper limits on the 146.550- and 146.605- 

G H z  lines. By " t empera tu re , "  we mean here the average 
temperature  of  the lower atmosphere (about 0-50 km), 
from which the bulk of the observed emission comes (see 
below). 

In the framework of  isothermal a tmosphere  models,  we 
have generated spectra of  all the observed (detected or 
not) lines, for a variety of  atmospheric  temperatures  (120 
K -< Tatm ~ 2000 K) and SO2 number  densities at the 
surface (5 × 109 cm -3 ~ N --< 1013 cm-3).  For  each line, 
13 (temperature) × 18 (number density) spectra were 
computed.  Comparison of  models with observat ions was 
performed using the X 2 test, which defined a best model 
fit (minimum of X 2) and an acceptable model domain at 
the no- confidence level (defined by X 2 -< X2i, + ,'/2). The 
atmospheric fractional coverage was kept as a free param- 
eter, but was constrained to be constant  when fitting a set 
of  different spectra. 

3.4.1. Year-to-year temporal variability. We first fit- 
ted independently the January 1990 data (the 222-GHz 
line on both s ides - - two spectra) and the January 1991 
data (the 222-GHz line on both sides plus the 143-GHz 
line on the trailing s ide - - th ree  spectra). Figure 5a shows 
the acceptable model spaces. For  1990, the best fits are 
obtained for the lower temperatures  (135 K -< T, tm -< 300 
K at Io-), as qualitatively indicated by the " s a tu r a t ed"  
shape of the 222-GHz line in Fig. 1. A typical solution is 
Tat m = 200 K, N = 5 × l0 II cm -3 ( o r p  = 14 nbar). For  

T A B L E  II  

F i r s t -Order  Analysis  of  Mil l imeter-Wave Lines 

FWHM Contrast Tatm Line center Pressure Fractional 
Line/obs. date (kHz) (K) (K) opacity (nbar) coverage 

222 GHz (ave.) 600 20 140 63 5.3 0.87 
300 5.7 4.1 0.11 
500 2.0 7.8 0.06 
900 .04 1.3 0.74 

222 GHz (I/13/91) 540 24 300 3.7 2.7 0.13 
222 GHz (I/14/91) 780 21 300 24 18 0. I I 
143 GHz (I/14/91) 520 19 300 31 27 0. l0 
346 GHz (ave.) 1000 32 300 7.6 2.5 0.18 
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FIG. 5. Acceptable model spaces in the (temperature, number density) plane for fitting of various groups of data. (a) Independent fitting of the 
1990 and 1991 SO 2 spectra. Short dashed, 1990, lo. confidence. Solid, 1990, 2o-. Dots, t991, l(r. Long-dashed, 1991, 2o-. (b) Independent fitting of 
the leading and trailing side data of January 1991. Short dashed, leading side. Io. confidence. Solid, leading side, 2o-. Dots, trailing side, 1o-. Long- 
dashed, trailing, 2o-. (c) Simultaneous fitting of SO, data. Circled lines, lo- (dashed) and 2o- (solid) lines defined by the fit of the detected 222-, 143-, 
and 346-GHz lines. Oblique lines, acceptable 1o- (dashed) and 2o- (solid) defined by the nondetection of the 146.55- and 146.605-GHz lines. The 
acceptable domain lies above these lines. Dotted line, line defining the disk-averaged SO2 column density equal to the upper limit of Ballester et 
al. (1990), rescaled to an airmass of 2 (0.015 cm-am, see text). The domain below this line violates this upper limit. 

1991, the best  fit is ob ta ined  at T a t  m = 400 K, N = 2 x 
10 Il cm -3 (p = I 1 nb), but the Icr domain  extends  f rom 
150 to 600 K. The  1o- 1990 and 1991 spaces  significantly 
over lap  and co r r e spond  to indist inguishable a tmospher ic  
fract ional  cove rages ,  as qual i ta t ively expressed  by the 
cons is ten t  line cont ras t  o f  the 222-GHz line obse rved  in 
1990 and 1991. We conc lude  that the a tmosphe re  remained 
globally unchanged  be tween  J a nua ry  1990 and January  
1991, and take this as a s t rong indication that I o ' s  a tmo-  
sphere  has a stable,  t ime- independent  c o m p o n e n t .  

3.4.2. Leading vs trailing sides. We next c ompa re  the 
data  ob ta ined  on the leading and trailing sides obse rved  
respec t ive ly  on 1991 J a n u a r y  13 (the 222-GHz line) and 
14 (the 222- and 143-GHz lines). Figure 5b shows  the 
co r r e spond ing  model  spaces .  In both  cases ,  the a tmo-  
spheric  t empera tu re  range ex tends  f rom 150 to about  600 
K. H o w e v e r ,  while the best  fit for  the leading side is 

obta ined for T~tm = 350 K, N = 7 x 10 j° cm -3 (i.e., p = 
3 nbar),  the densi ty  providing the best  ag reemen t  on the 
trailing side is N = 3 × 10 ~l cm -3 for  T a t  m -~-  350 K (i.e., 
p = 14 nbar).  Model  spaces  for  the leading and trailing 
sides do not intersect  at the h r  level, and the case  for  a 
larger average  densi ty  on the trailing side can be made  at 
approx imate ly  the 70% conf idence  level. In con t ras t ,  the 
fractional  a tmospher ic  cove rage  is about  the same on both  
sides (e.g., at T = 350 K, p = 11% on the leading and 9% 
on the trailing side). 

3.4.3. Atmospheric  temperature. To cons t ra in  the at- 
mospher ic  t empera tu re ,  we use our  ent ire  da ta  set and 
assume that  it descr ibes  a t empora l ly  stable a tmosphe re ,  
identical on  the leading and trailing sides. We first fitted 
s imul taneous ly  all the de tec ted  lines (the 222-GHz  line 
obse rved  four  t imes,  plus the 143-GHz and the 346-GHz 
lines) by a single m o d e l - - i . e . ,  a single a tmosphe r i c  tem- 
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perature,  number  density, and coverage. The best fit is 
obtained for T a t  m = 300 K, N = 2 x l0 II cm --3 ( o r p  = 
9 nbar), p = 0.12, average column density = 0.002 cm- 
am. Although low temperatures  provide the best fit, the 
1- and 20- temperature  domains correspond to 135 K -< 
Tat m ---~ 5 0 0  K and 135 K ~ Tat m ~ 8 0 0  K, respectively (Fig. 
5c). The upper limits on the 146.550 and 146.605 lines, 
for their part, provide a lower limit on the temperature.  
Synthetic spectra of the 146-GHz lines were generated on 
the same (Tatm, N)  grid, using the atmospheric coverage 
found in each (Tatm, N)  case from the best fit of  the 222-, 
143-, and 346-GHz lines. We then computed the 1- and 2o- 
(Tatm, N)  domains from the point of  view of the upper 
limits on the 146-GHz lines. As is evident from Fig. 5c, 
at !0., this domain and the one obtained previously from 
the shape of  the detected lines are mutually exclusive. A 
compromise can be found at the 20- level, corresponding 
to the ranges 500 K -< T~t m -< 700 K and 1 × 1011 -< N -< 
3 x l0 I~ cm -3. The best compromise is obtained for 
Tat m = 6 0 0 K ,  N = 2 × 10 I l c m  - 3 ( p  = 16nbar) , /9  = 
0.05, and an SO2 column density of 0.0017 cm-am  aver- 
aged over  the disk. With this model, the 222-GHz line has 
a line center  opacity of  about 2.4 at the surface, and the 
r = I level is reached at about 40 km altitude, so that 
the "charac te r i s t i c"  atmosphere temperature we use is 
actually relevant to this altitude region. 

Figure 6 shows synthetic spectra superimposed on the 
observations.  The dotted lines show the spectra resulting 
from this final "base l ine"  model, whereas the dashed lines 
specifically show the best model fits for each individual 
observation.  It is worth repeating that the final "base l ine"  
model is obtained by fitting all the data against a single 
atmosphere model and that, in particular, it assumes that 
the stringent upper limits on the 146-GHz lines are real 
and not due to experimental  problems that are not under- 
stood nor to intrinsic and rapid atmospheric variability. 

3.5. "Smooth" Vapor Pressure Equilibrium Models 

Most vapor  pressure equilibrium models ignore the ex- 
act distribution of  SO2 frost and merely assume a horizon- 
tal distribution of  equilibrium temperature Teq, which 
smoothly varies between the subsolar and the terminator 
regions. The partial pressure of  SO2 in Io's atmosphere is 
therefore described as a simple analytic function of a 

limited number of variables (the solar zenith angle (SZA) 
and sometimes the latitude). Examples  of  such models 
and associated functions are given in Ballester et al. 
(1990). The dependence of  the temperature  on SZA varies 
from one model to another,  reflecting the uncertainty on 
the dominant mechanism controlling the frost tempera- 
ture. We attempted to see whether  this kind of  " s m o o t h "  
buffered model is permitted by the data. Rather  than test- 
ing the different models proposed in the literature, we 
focused on a certain function of  Teq(SZA). We assume 
that the surface temperature of  the frost is defined by 
instantaneous equilibrium with the sum of  the local solar 
insolation and some kind of  " in t e rna l "  heat flux (J~int, 
which defines the nightside temperature  TN. This results 
in 

0 . T ( 0 )  4 = ~ in t  + q~sol c o s  ( 0 ) ,  

where ~b~o I is the incoming solar flux at zenith, 0 is the 
solar zenith angle, and (J)int = 0.T~,/. This can be expressed 
a s  

= 4 '  + , , ]co  ,o,)':' 

The SO 2 partial pressure is then a function (via Wag- 
man's (1979) equation) of  SZA, with the temperature  of  
the subsolar point and the night side hemisphere as free 
parameters.  The main problem for our  purpose is that the 
characteristic temperature of  the lower a tmosphere ,  or 
more specifically the vertical thermal structure,  must also 
be specified as a function of  SZA. Simple thermal models 
(see below) show that if the atmospheric  heating is domi- 
nated by solar radiation, then the combination of  a lower 
surface pressure and the heating dependence  on SZA 
makes the atmosphere much cooler  toward the terminator  
than at the subsolar point. More precisely,  in this case, 
assuming the Fanale et al. (1982) surface temperature  
model, the atmospheric temperature  remains at any alti- 
tude within 10 K of the surface temperature  at SZA -> 60 ° 
(where Teq <--- 108 K, i.e., p <- 10 -~° bar). In contrast ,  if 
the heating is mainly due to magnetospheric  precipita- 
tion, then, for reasonable interaction across sections 

FIG.  6. F i t s  o f  the 222-, 143-, and  346-GHz SO:  l ines  for va r ious  mode l s .  The  da ta  h a v e  been  fo lded  and  are  s h o w n  as  h i s t o g r a m s .  The  do t s  
s h o w  the  " f ina l  best-f i t '"  mode l  (see text) :  Tat m = 600  K ,  n u m b e r  dens i t y  N = 2 × 10 u cm -3 (p = 16 nbar) ,  a t m o s p h e r i c  c o v e r a g e  ,o = 5%. The  
d a s h e d  l ines  s h o w  o t h e r  m o d e l s  spec i f ica l ly  a d a p t e d  to the ind iv idua l  o b s e r v a t i o n s .  (a) A v e r a g e  222-GHz l ine o b s e r v e d  in 1990. D a s h e d  line: 
Tat m = 200 K,  T = 5 x 10 u cm -3 (p = 14 nbar) ,  p = 22%. (b) S a m e  l ine o b s e r v e d  on 1991 J a n u a r y  13 ( l ead ing  s ide) .  Dashed :  Tat m = 350 K,  
N = 7 x 10 I° cm -3 (p = 3 nbar) ,  p = 11%. (c) S a m e  l ine on J a n u a r y  14 ( t ra i l ing side) .  Dashed :  Tat m = 350 K,  N = 3 x 10 u cm -3 (p  = 14 nbar) .  
O = 9%. (d) S a m e  as (c) for the 143-GHz line. (e) 346-GHz o b s e r v e d  line. D a s h e d  l ine c o r r e s p o n d s  to the best-f i t  m o d e l  o f  the  d e t e c t e d  l ines  o n l y  
(see text) :  T~tm = 300 K, N = 2 x 10 u cm -3 t p  = 9 nbar) ,  O = 12%. (f) S a m e  as (e) for the u n d e t e c t e d  146.550-GHz l ine.  (g) S a m e  as  (e) for  the  
u n d e t e c t e d  146.605-GHz line.  
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FIG.  7. A t t empts  to fit the 222-GHz detected (a) and the 146.605-GHz undetec ted  (b) lines with different " s m o o t h "  vapo r  equi l ibr ium mode l s  
(see text).  His tograms:  data. Shor t -dashed  line: Tat m = 136 K, T(0) = 135 K, T~. = 100 K. Dotted line: Tat m = 200 K, T(0) = 110 K, T N = 90 K. 
Long-dashed  line: Tat m = 500 K ,  T(0)  = 113 K, T v = 93 K. 

( 1 0  -16 cm2), the lower atmosphere is more efficiently 
warmed for SO2 column densities of about 1016 cm 2, 
i.e., away from the subsolar regions. If the main 
source of energy is located on Io (e.g., volcanoes), 
then the atmospheric temperature is not expected to be 
correlated with SZA. Because the reality could be 
a mixture of all these situations, and because all 
horizontal temperature contrasts may be washed out by 
winds (Ingersoll et al. 1985), we adopted a constant atmo- 
spheric temperature T a t  m , independent of SZA, although 
we admit this could be very far from the truth. 

Our attempts to fit the SO2 lines with a variety of 
smooth models characterized by T(0), T,v, and T a t  m w e r e  

not very successful. The observed shapes of the 222- and 
143-GHz lines could only be matched at low atmospheric 
temperatures (below 150 K), in contrast to our previous 
models where the line profile could be scaled ad libitum 
by adjusting the atmospheric filling factors. At higher 
atmospheric temperatures, the synthetic lines are too 
narrow if the contrast is matched by adjusting T(0) 
and TN, as exemplified by Fig. 7. However, the low 
temperature solutions are not acceptable either because, 
due to the high pressures needed to account for the 
observed widths of the detected lines, the 146.605- 
and 146.550-GHz lines should have been detected. In 
addition, the associated SO_, column densities are unrea- 
sonably large. For example, in the case shown in the 
short-dashed line on Fig. 7 ('/:arm = 136 K, T(0) = 135 
K, TN = I00 K), the averaged SO,_ amount is 0.2 
cm-am, much larger than the UV upper limits (see 
below). In spite of the uncertainties associated with 
the unknown horizontal variation of the atmospheric 
temperature, we tentatively conclude that the "smooth" 
vapor equilibrium models do not give an adequate de- 
scription of the SO2 distribution of Io's atmosphere. 

3.6. Limits on Other Atmospher ic  Species  

Our search for other atmospheric species was, in part, 
motivated by the idea, developed in the past, that the 
Pioneer I0 ionospheric densities require a noncondensible 
atmospheric component besides SO2. This idea was sup- 
ported by the preliminary analysis of our millimeter-wave 
data (Lellouch et al. 1990). 

The data on the H2S, CO, and SO lines were used to set 
upper limits on the abundances of these gases, assuming 
various atmospheric temperatures. Unlike SO_,, H,S and 
CO do not condense on Io's dayside hemisphere, and their 
horizontal distribution was assumed to be uniform over 
Io's visible disk. Synthetic spectra in this case were gener- 
ated by integration of the radiative transfer equation over 
the airmasses corresponding to Io's solid disk and add- 
ing the limb emission of the different atmospheric lay- 
ers observed in horizontal viewing. The case for SO is 
somewhat different because it is the prime photodissocia- 
tion product of SO 2. Therefore, SO was assumed to 
follow the same horizontal distribution as SO, and 
the upper limit was expressed as a SO/SO 2 mixing 
ratio. 

Results are summarized in Table III. The upper limits 
on H2S and CO are of order 0.1 and 5 nbar, respectively. 
These values are valid for almost any range of atmospheric 
temperature, except at T a t  m ~--- 170 K, where less stringent 
upper limits apply. In this case, the limb emission domi- 
nates and results in a line which has a contrast above that 
due to the difference between the atmospheric and surface 
temperature. The typical upper limit on SO/SO 2 is 5% 
for temperatures exceeding 170 K. For lower tempera- 
tures, the emission in vertical viewing (airmass = I) 
remains below the 3o- upper limit, whatever the SO 
abundance. 
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TABLE III 
Upper Limits (3o') on H2S, SO, and CO 

H:S 

Temp. Pressure Col. densi ty  
(K) (bar) (cm-am) 

130 3.5 × 10 -9 8 × 10 -3 
170 7 × 10 -If 1.5 X 10 -4 

300 6 × 10 -I1 1.3 x 10 -4 

600 1.2 × 10 -l° 2.7 x 10 -4 

CO 

Pressure Col. densi ty  
(bar) (cm-am) SO/SO,  

1.4 × 10 -8 3 × 10 -2 No constra int  
3 × 10 -9 6 × 10 -3 5% 

3 × 10 -9 7 x 10 -~ 6% 
5 × 10 -9 1 × 10 -2 7% 
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4. D I S C U S S I O N  

4.1. Comparison with UV Data 

In the past, there have been several attempts to measure 
the SO2 atmospheric abundance from Io spectra obtained 
with the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE). Ber- 
taux and Belton (1979) showed that the broad absorption 
near 2800 ,~ in a low-resolution (8/~) albedo spectrum was 
consistent with a dense SO2 atmosphere, although the 
contribution of SO2 frost in this feature was difficult to 
estimate. Butterworth et al. (1980) used another low-reso- 
lution IUE spectrum to set an upper limit on the mean 
SO2 abundance of 0.008 cm-am. This limit was, however, 
questioned by Belton (1982) who pointed out possible 
curve-of-growth effects at low temperatures, which would 
result in a too stringent upper limit. Recently, Ballester et 
al. (1990) analyzed high-resolution (0.2 ,~) spectra of Io 
between 2900 and 3170 ,~. Although these spectra did not 
show unambiguous SO 2 features, they could be used to 
place a refined upper limit on the SO2 global abundance. 
Ballester et al. compared their data with a number of 
models for Io's SO2 distribution, including (i) the locally 
buffered models with a surface temperature distribution 
proposed by Kumar (1985) and Summers (1985), (ii) the 
regional cold trapping models (Fanale et al. 1982), (iii) 
subsurface cold trapping models (Matson and Nash 1983), 
and (iv) insolation-propagation models (Brown and Mat- 
son 1987). Some sublimation models used a global SO2 
frost coverage, while others used a partial frost coverage 
and local control of the atmospheric pressure, yielding a 
patchy SO2 atmosphere. They also investigated the effect 
of volcanic sources. While the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
data did not allow them to discard the collisionally thin 
models, the intermediate models ((ii) and (iv)) seemed to 
best match the spectra (see Figs. 5 and 8 of Ballester et 
al.). In fact, assuming a homogeneous SO2 atmosphere, 
Ballester et al. obtained an upper limit on the column 
density of 2 x 1017 cm -2 (0.0074 cm-am). Their analysis 
assumed that UV absorption by SO 2 scales linearly with 
the gas column density, an assumption which can be made 
if the absorption cross section corresponds to spectral 

averages over unsaturated lines. The validity of this hy- 
pothesis is difficult to assess, since it depends on the 
unknown distribution of individual lines. Belton (1982) 
has shown that using a continuum model (the Beer- 
Lambert law) for SO2 absorption instead of a model based 
on a line spectrum may lead to considerable errors in the 
computation of planetary spectra, due to line saturation. 
However, high atmospheric temperatures, such as those 
that we find, tend to relieve the saturation of the individual 
lines and to increase the "effective number" of lines in- 
volved in the absorption, possibly making valid the 
Beer-Lambert formulation used by Ballester et al. (1990). 
In this case, their upper limit of 0.0074 cm-am hardly 
depends on the exact distribution of SO~ gas and may be 
almost directly compared with the global (disk-averaged) 
SO 2 densities as measured by us, with a correction due to 
the observing geometry. Ballester et al. integrated the SO~ 
absorption over the entire disk, which is approximately 
equivalent to using an airmass of 4 (G. Ballester, private 
communication). We used an airmass of I for the millime- 
ter-wave spectrum, corresponding to 2 for the solar re- 
flected spectrum. Therefore, the 0.0074 cm-am value must 
be multiplied by a factor of 2 for comparison. 

As shown in Fig. 5c, the resulting upper limit (0.015 
cm-am) is easily consistent with the millimeter-wave data. 
Although a detailed comparison is difficult due to the 
uncertainty on the saturation of the UV lines, it also ap- 
pears that the UV upper limit allows, to some extent, a 
reduction of the acceptable (Tatm, N) domains obtained 
from our fits of the detected lines. Specifically, the cold 
atmosphere models (Tat m <-- 200 K) are rejected indepen- 
dently of the constraint obtained from the nondetection 
of the 146-GHz lines. 

4.2. Reassessment  o f  the Voyager/ IRIS Observation 

The Voyager infrared experiment IRIS detected gas- 
eous SO z in absorption at 7 p.m in a hot spot near Loki 
(Pearl et al. 1979). The average temperature of the hot 
spot in the field-of-view, as indicated by the continuum 
brightness temperature, was approximately 205 K. Using 
a simple radiative transfer model, in which the atmosphere 
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was described as a single layer of temperature 130 K, 
Pearl et al. inferred a local pressure of about 10 -7 bar, 
corresponding to a SO2 column density of 0.2 cm-am. The 
region of Io observed by IRIS contains three features: (i) 
a plume, identified as Plume 2 in Smith et al. (1979), (ii) a 
warm region at 290 K covering 10% of the field of view, 
and (iii) the remaining area at about 130 K. As discussed 
in some detail by Pearl et al. (1979), the first two of these 
three sources are unlikely to produce an important SO2 
atmosphere; noting that a pressure of 10 -7 bar corre- 
sponds to saturation at 130 K, Pearl et al. proposed that 
the observed absorption suggests that SO 2 gas is in equilib- 
rium with the surface temperature. This conclusion has 
been questioned, however, because the absorption may 
have been caused by a transient flow of SO2 gas from the 
plume (Collins 198 I) and because the surface temperature 
measured by IRIS was 127 --+ 2 K (Hanel et al. 1979). 

An obvious question is the mutual consistency of the 
global atmospheric (pressure, temperature) conditions de- 
rived from our measurements and the local conditions as 
obtained from the IRIS data. In particular, while Pearl et 
al. did not attempt to derive any constraint on the gas 
temperature and assumed a value of 130 K, it is necessary 
to investigate whether the high temperatures inferred in 
the previous section are acceptable in view of the IRIS 
observation. If not, the case for a warm average atmo- 
sphere would appear very unlikely, as it does not seem 
reasonable that the atmosphere would be colder near the 
hot spots than on average. 

The first remark regarding the Pearl et al. (1979) analysis 
is that the measured column density depends very much 
on the assumed atmospheric temperature, not only 
through the line intensities, but mostly because this band 
is formed in strongly saturated conditions (as is obvious 
from the moderate growth of the absorption from 0.1 to 1 
cm-am in Fig. 2 of Pearl et al.). The degree of saturation 
of the lines is a function of the linewidth, which is entirely 
ruled by the temperature in a pure Doppler regime. If the 
typical atmospheric temperature is higher than assumed, 
the lines will tend to desaturate and significantly lower 
amounts of SO2 are required to account for the observed 
absorption. 

As compared to the continuum emission at 205 K, the 
self-emission of SO2 is negligible at 130 K and the SO 2 
band appears in absorption. At higher temperatures, how- 
ever, the SO2 emission may become significant, eventu- 
ally overwhelming the absorption. But, the fact that SO 2 
is observed in absorption against the 205-K background 
does not necessarily imply that the atmospheric tempera- 
ture is less than 205 K, because the 7-/zm emission occurs 
largely in NLTE conditions, and a complete analysis of 
the feature observed by IRIS requires a NLTE radiative 
transfer model. 

A rigorous analysis of the NLTE radiative transfer 

equation requires simultaneous solving of a set of equa- 
tions which are coupled because the source function de- 
pends monochromatically on the outgoing intensity itself. 
Such a treatment has been performed recently in the case 
of the upper atmosphere of Titan by Yelle ( 1991). Instead, 
we have used the simpler formulation described by 
Houghton (1986), in which the NLTE source function can 
be expressed as (combining his Eqs. (5.32) and (5.37)) 

n~ 
dfv = 

I + 5r*/(12qb) 

where B~ is the Planck function, • is the ratio of  radiative 
to collisional lifetimes, and ~-* is the probability of an 
emitted photon getting out to space: 

r ? = f d v k ~ e x p ( - f ~ k ~ ( z ) N ( z ) d z ) / f d v k ~ ,  

where k,, is the absorption coefficient at frequency v. • = 
k d N /A ,  where A is the Einstein coefficient for the u 3 
band, N is the atmospheric concentration, and k d is the 
deactivation rate in c m  3 s e c - I .  

Vibrational relaxation in SO 2 has been measured for 
several temperatures by Bass et al. (1971). SO 2 has three 
fundamental bands: v 2 (518 cm-l) ,  vl (1151 cm-1), and v 3 
(1361 cm-%. However, at room and higher temperatures, 
the v I and v3 bands are collisionally coupled and both 
modes relax in parallel. Bass et al. (1971) measured a 
relaxation rate of 6.8 × 10-14 c m  3 sec- i  at 298 K, 2.2 × 
10-~3 at 528 K, and 6. ! x 10-13 at 901 K. Since relaxation 
measurements are often uncertain, we have used these 
values as "nominal" numbers and have studied the impact 
of variations in these numbers on the synthetic spectra. 
Using A = 41 sec- 1 at 300 K, and one of the fit models 
from the millimeter-wave observations (T~m = 300 K, 
N = 2 × 10 I! cm-3), we get • = 3 × 10 -4 at the ground 
level, indicating strong NLTE effects. However,  the lines 
are very narrow and saturated (r - 30 in the core of the 
strongest) and optical depth effects may be very im- 
portant. 

The probabilities of photon escape, the source func- 
tions, and the resulting synthetic spectra were calculated 
in a multilayer atmospheric model using two different 
formalisms. One is a conventional line-by-line model, 
which monochromatically computes the absorption coef- 
ficients over the entire extent of the band. This procedure 
is the most accurate but is in practice very time consuming 
because the step of the computation must be less than the 
Doppler width of the lines (about ! x 10 -3 cm -I at 300 
K), which requires hundreds of thousands of points. How- 
ever, the number of lines involved in the SO2 emission is 
large enough that a statistical band model can be used 
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FIG. 8. Source function for the v 3 band of SO z at 1360 cm- t in lo's 

cond i t i ons .  L o n g - d a s h e d  l ines ,  ra t io  of  r ad ia t ive  to co l l i s iona l  l i fe t ime 
(@). S h o r t - d a s h e d  l ines ,  p r o b a b i l i t y  of  a t m o s p h e r i c  e s c a p e  r * .  Sol id  

l ines ,  ra t io  of  s o u r c e  func t ion  to  P l a n c k  func t ion  J,/B~. T h e s e  th ree  
n u m b e r s  a re  c o m p u t e d  as  a func t ion  of  n u m b e r  d e n s i t y  at  t e m p e r a t u r e s  

of  130 K ( t r iangles )  and  500 K ( squares ) .  

even at the relatively fine resolution of the IRIS spectrum 
(4.3 cm- l ) .  The average transmission in each resolution 
element and the total equivalent width of  the band were 
computed assuming an inverse line strength distribution 
of  the line intensities and the formalism described by 
Wallace et al. (1974). In the framework of the band model, 
the escape probability can be simply computed by noting 
that z* = I /S  dWIdu,  where S = f k~ dv is the integrated 
band intensity and W is the equivalent width of  the band 
for integrated path length u. The two models were run 
using spectroscopic data from the GEISA bank (Husson 
et al. 1986) and were shown to be in agreement within 
several percent.  

* and the ratio J~/B~ Figure 8 shows the values ofqb, r~ ,  
as a function of  number  density for two Io atmospheric 
models at temperatures  of  130 and 500 K. The role of  
trapping is evidenced,  lowering the density level where 
J~/B, = 0.5 (which one may define as the level of LTE  
breakdown) by almost two orders of  magnitude. At Io 's  
surface conditions (N = 2 x 10 ~l cm-3),  all the v 3 emis- 
sion occurs  in N L T E  conditions. However ,  this N L T E  
emission may well influence the spectrum, since it occurs 
at a much higher temperature  than the surface. 

Figure 9 shows the synthetic spectrum of  the v 3 band 
for an atmospheric temperature  of  500 K and different 
SOz number  densities, assuming the "nomina l "  relaxation 
rates of  Bass et al. (1971). The spectrum of the background 
was calculated by taking the (wavenumber-dependent)  
background temperature  from the IRIS spectrum. At den- 
sities larger than 1 x l0 II cm -3, the N L T E  emission 

overcomes the absorption, and the band appears in emis- 
sion. At lower densities, the departure from L T E  becomes 
so important that the v 3 band appears in absorption. How- 
ever,  the band depth, which reaches a maximum near 
N = 5 x 10 l° cm -3 and eventually vanishes at lower 
densities, is always less than that observed,  so that our  
baseline model cannot reproduce the IRIS spectrum at 500 
K, and afort ior i  at higher temperatures.  To get agreement  
with the IRIS spectrum at Tat m = 5 0 0  K, we must arbi- 
trarily divide the relaxation rates by a factor  of  5; the 
number density is then 9 x 10 ~° cm -3 (Fig. I0). 

At all temperatures below 400 K, the IRIS spectrum 
can be fitted with our  N L T E  emission baseline model. 
Examples at 130 K and 300 K are shown in Fig. 10, where 
the corresponding densities have been determined in or- 
der to reproduce the observed equivalent width. At 130 
K, we find N = 2 x l0 t-" cm -3 (i.e., p = 4 x 10 -8 
bar, column density = 0.09 cm-am). These values are 
approximately 2.5 times lower than those given by Pearl 
et al. (1979). Since the absorption varies slowly with ab- 
sorber amount  because of  saturation, it seems reasonable 
to attribute the difference to the use of  different SO, ab- 
sorption coefficients and to the fact that Pearl et al. used 
a single homogeneous layer model. At temperatures  
where the emission is significant, the observed spectrum 
can be fitted with two distinct densities, because of  the 
effect of  the pressure on the N L T E  emission; the modeled 
band is too deep between the two values, and too shallow 
or in emission outside. At 300 K, we find N = 1.6 x l0 II 
c m  -3 (0.016 cm-am, 6 nbar) and N = 8 x l0 II c m  -3 ( 0 . 0 7  

cm-am, 32 nbar). We note that the first of  these cases is 
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very close to the preferred solution found by fitting the 
143-, 222-, and 346-GHz lines. Although (Fig. 10) the IRIS 
spectrum cannot be fitted in every detail, it is remarkable 
that the shape is better reproduced at 300 K (and in the 
"modif ied"  500 K case, where the relaxation coefficient 
is divided by 5) than at 130 K - - a t  which temperature the 
Q branch is too strong compared to the wings. Assuming 
that the observed absorption is entirely due to the v3 band 
of  gaseous SO2, we take it as an additional indication of  
a high temperature for Io ' s  atmosphere,  at least near Loki. 

In summary,  the Loki observation can be fitted for a 
variety of  atmospheric temperatures (up to at least 400 K 
and possibly more if our crude treatment of the N L T E  
case overestimates the emission). The corresponding 
range of surface pressure varies from about 5 to 40 nbar, 
corresponding to vapor pressure equilibrium tempera- 
tures of  119-126 K. Better agreement is obtained if the 
atmosphere is heated to high temperatures (300 K or 
more), although very high temperatures (above 500 K) 
seem excluded because our model puts the v3 band in 
emission rather than in absorption. At this point, it is 
worth reiterating that our treatment of  the N L T E  case is 
simplified and that more detailed models are necessary to 
reach a definite conclusion. Comparing these results with 
the pressure and temperature derived from the millimeter- 
wave data, we take the striking similarity as a strong 
indication that the atmosphere we globally observe from 
Earth is effectively the same as that seen locally by Voy- 
ager. Whether the atmospheric distribution is determined 

by sublimation equilibrium or emission from volcanic 
sources cannot be decided on the basis of  this analysis 
alone, however,  because the conditions at Loki when the 
spectrum was taken (a hot spot in the equatorial region at 
13 hr) allow both types of  a tmospheres  to be significant. 

The question of why gaseous SO2 has been detected by 
IRIS only near Loki has been raised in the past. The 
common answer is that over most of  Io ' s  disk, the surface 
intercepted by the IRIS field-of-view is not warm enough 
to be detected at 7/xm, thus afort iori  an absorption band. 
(There are, however,  a few exceptions (e.g., Pele, Amir- 
ani/Maui . . . )  and the uniqueness of  the detection of  SO 2 
at Loki, if related to volcanic activity, may indicate that 
other plumes are not driven by SO, ,  or contain much less 
SO 2 gas than the Loki plume (Pearl and Sinton 1982). This 
explanation is satisfactory if the gas is cooler than the 
surface background, but it must be examined whether it 
remains valid for a warm atmosphere,  since in this case 
one may expect the v 3 band to be detectable in emission 
even though the surface is undetectable. To investigate 
this question, we have computed synthetic spectra of  this 
band for the various atmospheric cases discussed above, 
assuming a surface temperature of  120 K (corresponding 
to a continuum of 0.025 × I0 -~ W cm -I sr-]) .  If Tat m = 
130 K, N = 2 × 1012 cm -3, the v 3 band is in absorption. 
At T a t  m = 300 K, the band is in emission, and the maxi- 
mum flux (at 1360 c m -  !) is 0.15 × 10 -8 W c m - i  sr-~ for 
N = 1.6 × l0 II cm - 3 a n d  2.5 × 10 -8 W c m  -I sr -I for 
N = 8 × l0 II cm --~. Finally, in the "modif ied"  500 K 
case (N = 9 × 10 ~° cm-3 and the relaxation coefficient is 
divided by 5), the maximum flux in the band is 0.4 × 10 -8 
W cm-~ sr- i .  The typical sensitivity of  the IRIS spectra 
at Io is approximately 0.5 × 10 -8 W cm -~ sr --] (147 K at 
1360 cm-l ) .  We conclude that in all previous situations, 
except in the case Tat m = 300 K, N = 8 × 10 lj cm -3, the 
band would have been undetectable by IRIS. Taken with 
the fact that the best model obtained by fitting only the 
detected millimeter-wave lines corresponds t o  T a t  m ~- 300 
K, N = 2 × l0 II cm -3, this suggests that N = 1.6 × 10 ]~ 
cm 3 may be the more appropriate solution for T a t  m - -  300 
K. More importantly, this leaves open the possibility that 
gaseous SO, in the same pressure and temperature condi- 
tions as those observed at Loki were present over a num- 
ber of other, cooler regions observed by IRIS. 

4.3. Thermal  Mode ls  

Kumar (1980, 1985) has computed a I-D thermal struc- 
ture model that included heating by solar UV and charged 
particles (electrons), cooling by N L T E  infrared emission 
in SO: vibrational bands, and conductive heat transport. 
He simultaneously constructed ionospheric models and 
used the Pioneer 10 profiles to constrain the magnitude 
and distribution of  the precipitating electron flux. The 
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FIG. l 1. The rotational cooling rate of SO 2 as a function of tempera- 
ture, compared with the UV solar heating. 

In the optically thin regions of the atmosphere, the UV 
heating rate per molecule reduces to 

H = f e~ol(k)hc/ho'(k) dh. 

We used solar fluxes for average conditions (Torr and 
Torr 1985) and cross sections from Golomb et al. (1962), 
Thompson et al. (1963), and Wu and Judge (1981). We 
assumed, as a rough estimate, a constant heating effi- 
ciency, e = 0.35. More refined calculations of e would 
require a detailed study of ionospheric chemistry, well 
beyond the scope of this paper. With these values, we 
obtain H = 2.9 x 10-17 erg sec-~/molecule. The corre- 
sponding photodissociation rate is 8.0 x 10 -6 s e c - 1  in 
agreement with Kumar (1980). 

The rotational cooling occurs in LTE in most of the 
atmosphere and can be expressed as 

neutral atmosphere that corresponds to his best iono- 
spheric model has a rapidly increasing temperature imme- 
diately above the surface, rising to about 400 K at 20 km 
and 800 K at 400 km. 

While Kumar's models are elaborate in the sense that 
they properly address the coupling between photochemis- 
try and thermal structure, his treatment of the radiative 
cooling can be improved in two respects. First, the labora- 
tory work by Bass et al. (1971) on SO 2 deactivation coef- 
ficients, which shows that SO2 does not behave like CO2, 
should be used. Second, the radiative cooling due to rota- 
tional transitions of SO 2 must be included. Omitting these 
two aspects leads to a severe underestimate of the cooling. 

4.3.1. Rotational cooling by S02. Yelle (1991), in his 
model of Titan's upper atmosphere, has shown how im- 
portant the role of rotational cooling in molecular bands 
can be in the heat budget. Applying his approach to the 
case of Io, it can be shown that the balance between solar 
UV heating and SO, rotational cooling alone leads to 
atmospheric temperatures much lower than those derived 
from our observations. 

Solar UV radiation heats the atmosphere by dissocia- 
tion and ionization of SO., shortward of 2320 ,~. The UV 
heating rate at solar zenith angle 0 is 

H = f edP~oa(k)hc/kNo'(k)e-'Cx) dk, 

where k is wavelength, qb~ol(k) is the solar flux at 5.2 AU, 
o'(h) is the absorption cross section, and e is the heating 
efficiency. ~(h) = N or(k) Ha x(O) is the opacity at wave- 
length X, where N is the SO 2 density (cm-3), H a is the 
scale height, and X is Chapman's function. 

R = 4zrN f B~ k. e - ~ du 

where B~ is the Planck function and k, and ~', are the 
absorption coefficient and opacity at frequency v. In the 
optically thin limit, the cooling rate becomes R = 4TRY, i 
B~jS i per molecule, where S i is the strength of the j th 
rotational line. 

R varies with temperature through the Planck function 
and the intensity line distribution. Balance of R and H 
in their optically thin limit is reached for an exospheric 
temperature of 120 K (Fig. I I). Consideration of the heat 
transfer equation in spherical geometry, 

1 d ( k ( T ) ~ )  = H - R ,  
F 2 d r  

yields the profile of Fig. 12, with a maximum temperature 
of 205 K near 20 km and an isothermal exospheric temper- 
ature at 120 K above I00 km. This profile is far too cool 
to account for our observations. 

This simple calculation omits two factors. One is the 
breakdown of LTE for the rotational cooling at high alti- 
tudes, which will lead to higher exospheric temperatures. 
The other is the NLTE cooling in the vibrational bands, 
which scales as the square of the pressure, and will import- 
antly modify the lower atmosphere thermal structure, pos- 
sibly leading to a mesopause in the first scale height (Lei- 
iouch et al. 1990). More detailed computations (D. 
Strobel, private communication) confirm that atmo- 
spheric temperatures of 600 K at 40 km cannot be repro- 
duced by heat transfer models including solar UV heating 
and SO2 cooling only. 

4.3.2. Plasma ion heating. Another source of energy 
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FIG. 12. Several computed thermal profiles for lo's lower atmo- 
sphere. The surface number density is assumed to be 8 x 10 u cm -3. 
Solid line marked "NO" ,  profile obtained by considering only solar UV 
heating and rotational LTE cooling. Other profiles include additional 
heating by a plasma flux of 4 × 1012 eV cm-2 sec- i (Johnson et al. 1989). 
Thick lines correspond to 20% heating efficiency and thin lines to 100% 
efficiency. Several cross-sections for plasma interaction are considered: 
solid, 10 -17 cm2; short-dashed, 10 -16 cm2; long-dashed, 10 -15 cm 2. 

the cross section is higher than 10-16 cm z, the atmosphere 
is more readily heated up, but only at higher altitudes. If 
the cross section is lower, then the lower atmosphere is 
warmed, but the process is not very efficient, so that 
huge particle bombardment is necessary to achieve warm 
temperatures. Specifically, for a cross section of 10 -17 
cm 2, even if a plasma energy flux of 4 x 10 ~zeV cm -2 
sec-1 (100% efficiency) is used, the model produces maxi- 
mum temperatures of 250 K (Fig. 12). 

Conversely, we can estimate the conditions of the 
plasma heating that are needed to produce the hot lower 
atmosphere implied by the millimeter observations, say 
600 K at 40 km. With a surface number density of 2 x 
1011 cm -3, the column density above 40 km is about 4 x 
1017 cm -2. Particle heating down to this altitude would 
therefore imply a cross section of only 2.5 x 10-18 cm z. 
In addition, to get high temperatures, the vertically inte- 
grated plasma heating should be comparable to the inte- 
grated SO, rotational cooling at 600 K (-60 erg cm -2 
sec -1, i.e., 4 × 1013 eV cm -z sec-]), since the solar heat- 
ing is much less ( -3  erg cm-Z sec- 1) than the latter. Both 
of these conditions seem unlikely. Considering also the 
dynamical heat losses due to winds generated by horizon- 
tal pressure gradients, we conclude that another heat 
source is required. 

is ion heating by magnetospheric plasma. Its effect on the 
atmospheric temperature was studied by Johnson (1989), 
who assumed deposition of energy in a thin layer corre- 
sponding to penetration of a SOz column density of Np = 
6 x 10 ~5 cm z, and heating by 20% of the average energy 
flux from the torus (qbp = 4 x 10 ~2 eV cm -z sec-l). 
Neglecting other sources and energy sinks, which he as- 
sumed would only modify the lower atmosphere thermal 
structure, he analytically solved the heat transfer equation 
and obtained temperatures of thousands of degrees at 
altitudes of only a few tens of kilometers above the surface 
of Io. 

We have adapted his approach to include plasma heat- 
ing in our numerical estimates for the thermal structure. 
Plasma heating was assumed to occur with a cross section 
O-p and a global efficiency ep. This description, which 
formally treats the particle heating as photon interaction, 
has been used earlier by Friedson and Yung (1984) in their 
modeling of electron impact on Titan's thermosphere; 
O-p and the effective energy flux Cl)e¢ r = ee~p are free 
parameters of the model. Starting with parameters equiva- 
lent to those used by Johnson (1989), i.e., o'p = 10-16 cm 2 
and ~erf = 1.3 erg cm -2 sec-t,  and including the previous 
solar heating and the rotational cooling rate, we obtain an 
exospheric temperature of 280 K (Fig. 12). Much higher 
exospheric temperatures can be obtained if larger values 
of el)err are assumed, but the temperatures below 40 km 
are unchanged from the case without particle heating. If 

4.4. S02 Equilibrium or Volcanic Atmosphere? 

At this point, we can attempt to put all of our results 
together to try to infer the most likely nature of the SOz 
atmosphere of Io. A firm conclusion is that the dayside 
atmosphere does have a collisionally thick component, 
with a typical pressure of 10 nbars. Thin atmosphere mod- 
els, such as the pure sputtering models and subsurface 
cold trap models, are readily excluded. It is more difficult 
to distinguish between the limiting cases of "equilibrium 
sublimation" atmosphere and an atmosphere in dynami- 
cal equilibrium with an array of volcanic sources. In favor 
of the former are the following arguments: (i) the atmo- 
sphere did not show any appreciable temporal variability 
between January 1990 and January 1991, (ii) the domain 
of SO2 partial pressure and horizontal extent corresponds 
to vapor pressure equilibrium with surface frosts for the 
range of surface temperatures expected at the subsolar 
regions on Io. However, if the lower atmosphere is truly 
hot (500 K), "smooth"  vapor equilibrium models (e.g., 
Fanale et al. 1982) are excluded. More likely is a patchy 
distribution of frosts (McEwen et al. 1988), controlled as 
in the hydrodynamical model by IngersolllL(.1989), in which 
each region, of linear dimension L = W2¢r H /a  (where H 
is the atmospheric scale height and ~ the sticking coeffi- 
cient), controls its own pressure. Assuming c~ = 0.5, 
L = 180 km for Tatm = 500 K, an atmosphere covering 
approximately 5% of Io's visible disk (i.e., 5.2 x 105 km 2) 
would require approximately 16 regions of frost deposits, 
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which seems a viable situation. However, in order to 
maintain their long-term stability, these patches require 
embedded volcanic sources (Kumar 1979, Ingersoll 1989). 

In the framework of equilibrium atmosphere models, 
the difference we observe between the two sides of Io 
would have to correspond to a difference in surface pres- 
sure (or, equivalently, the temperature of the frost) rather 
than in coverage (i.e., extent or number of subliming frost 
patches). This seems somewhat surprising because there 
are more extensive SO2 frost deposits on the leading than 
on the trailing side (Howell et al. 1984, McEwen et al. 
1988). The factor-of-four pressure enhancement on the 
trailing side (14 nbar vs 3 nbar on the leading) translates 
into a 5-K difference (122 K vs 117 K) in the effective 
temperature of the frosts. If the sublimation model is 
correct, our observations therefore imply that the frosts 
are colder on the leading side. 

The "volcanic atmosphere" hypothesis may provide a 
better explanation for lo's atmosphere. Voyager 2 de- 
tected nine active plumes, of which eight were still active 
by the time of Voyager 1, 4 months later (Strom and 
Schneider 1982). Volcanoes are capable of generating sub- 
stantial (if transitory) atmospheres over large spatial 
scales (Lee and Thomas 1980). Ingersoll (1989) finds that 
a flux of 3.5 x 10 -6 kg m -2 sec -I, equivalent to a l06 kg/ 
sec source, produces an atmospheric pressure of about 22 
nbar over a 300 km radius. This is in the pressure range 
of what we have observed. It is worth noting that the 
major volcanic plumes observed by Voyager (Pele and 
Loki) are on the trailing side. This may be why we observe 
the higher pressure there. Regarding the temperature of 
the plumes, Pearl and Sinton (1982) have made a detailed 
analysis of the hot spots observed by IRIS/Voyager and 
concluded that three types of sources can be distin- 
guished: (i) stable low temperature (_<400 K) sources, (ii) 
transient high temperature (600 K) sources, (iii) stable 
high temperature (600 K) sources. Groundbased eclipse 
measurements by Sinton (1980) showed evidence for a 
nearly constant flux from sources near 560 K over a period 
of 9 days, with high temperature features being probably 
small and numerous. A large hot source (654 K) was 
also observed by Voyager to be associated with Pele. 
Therefore, it seems possible that the SOz emission we 
observe from Earth is due to a combination of numerous 
hot sources, which on average produce a hot atmosphere 
in dynamical equilibrium. Theoretical estimates of the 
temperature of the plume gas are, however, extremely 
uncertain (Kieffer 1982). 

We therefore feel that the volcanic atmosphere concept 
provides the most adequate representation of Io's atmo- 
sphere, although sublimation equilibrium probably plays 
a role as well. Related to the nature of Io's atmosphere is 
the issue of its location. Sublimation atmospheres are 
located where the frosts are, and volcanic atmospheres 

are centered around volcanoes. However, since the frosts 
are supplied from the volcanoes, they must be where the 
volcanic sources are. Indeed, the SO2 frost is concen- 
trated within --+30 ° of latitude (McEwen et al. 1988), which 
is also where most of the active plumes were observed. 
From this, it can be inferred that most of the SO2 atmo- 
sphere takes place between ---30 ° . Regarding the latitudi- 
nal distribution of the atmosphere, the natural place for 
the sublimation equilibrium component is around the 
warmest areas, in particular in the subsolar regions. How- 
ever, assuming that the temperature of the frost does 
not depend on its geographical location, but only on its 
latitude and solar zenith angle, an atmosphere entirely 
confined to the subsolar regions would lead to similar 
pressures on both sides, with possibly a larger atmo- 
spheric coverage of the surface on the leading side, due to 
the larger frost coverage. This contradicts the observation 
and points to the existence of an "off-centered" atmo- 
spheric component, uncorrelated with the SZA. 

4.5. Upper Limits  on the Global Composi t ion 
o f  the A tmosphere  

Our upper limits on H2S, SO, and CO are useful in 
constraining the global composition of Io's atmosphere; 
however, we emphasize that they are contingent to our 
conclusion on the atmospheric temperature (Table II). 

SO is the prime photodissociation product of SOz and, 
according to current aeronomical models (e.g., Kumar 
1985), is expected to be present at the 10% level of SO:. 
Although SO is undoubtedly present, we find an upper 
limit of 5% of SO2, which should be considered by future 
photochemical models. 

The H2S case is more intriguing. A detection of H2S in 
the solid phase at 3.9/zm has been claimed by Nash and 
Howell (1989) and Salama et al. (1990). H2S is thought to 
be a time-variable component of lo's surface, intimately 
mixed with SO2. Gaseous H2S has also been proposed as 
a major component of Io's atmosphere (Matson et al. 
1988) on the basis of the following arguments: (i) the S/O 
ratio in the magnetospheric torus exceeds the stoichiomet- 
ric SO2 value, i.e., another source of S is required, (ii) 
SO, alone cannot account for the ionospheric densities 
observed by Pioneer 10 (see below), (iii) H2S is a common 
volcanic gas along with SO2, and (iv) a spectrally distinct, 
dark, polar cap unit has been discovered on Io (McEwen 
et al. 1988), whose spectral reflectance is consistent with 
that of H2S frost darkened by exposure to UV radiation 
(Lebofsky et al. 1976). 

The lack of laboratory measurements on the vapor/ 
solid equilibrium of H2S in the relevant temperature range 
makes the conversion of our upper limit of 10-10 bar to 
equivalent equilibrium temperature very uncertain. If, 
nonetheless, we use data measured at 134 and 115 K by 
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Kraus et al. (1989) to extrapolate at lower temperatures 
(using P(atm) = 5.8 x 10**(7-1479/T(K))), we find a 
limiting temperature of 83 K, which is on the lower end 
of the range of temperatures generally accepted for the 
high latitudes on Io (Johnson and Matson 1989). (A tem- 
perature of 72 K is obtained if we use the vapor pressure 
formula quoted by Moreno et al. (1991), namely P 
(atm) = 2550 exp( - 2217/T(K)).) Our upper limit, there- 
fore, may still allow the possibility that H2S polar caps 
buffer the global abundance of gaseous H2S, but excludes 
that gaseous H2S be in equilibrium with solid in other, 
warmer places. If the identification of H2S at 3.9/xm is 
correct, this is a puzzling result because H2S is much 
more volatile than SO 2, and might be expected to be the 
uppermost unit and therefore totally sublimed. Salama et 
al. (1990) counter this by arguing that trapping of highly 
diluted (3%) H2S in a SO2-dominant mixture could raise 
its sublimation temperature, and allow it to remain in the 
solid state even at Io's observed surface temperature. 
However, this does not solve the problem because the 
H2S equilibrium vapor pressure in the mixture (PH2s,mix) 
is approximately given by (B. Schmitt, private communi- 
cation): 

eH2s,mix/ PH2s.pure = f [  SOz/H2S ]ice , 

where f  = 1-10. Even if one takesf  = 1, the H2S equilib- 
rium pressure is lowered by a factor 30 at most, and our 
upper limit (10 -t° bar) corresponds to only 91 K. The 
detection of solid H2S is therefore a serious difficulty. We 
note that laboratory studies (Nash et al. 1986, de Bergh 
et al. 1991) show that thick deposits of SO 2 exhibit features 
at 3.9 /.Lm, which makes the H2S identification ques- 
tionable. 

CO has not been considered a strong candidate for the 
neutral atmosphere because the Io torus does not contain 
any C-bearing species. Interest for carbon molecules, 
nonetheless, has been restored by the tentative identifica- 
tion of CO2 clusters at 2.12/zm (Trafton et al. 1990, Sand- 
ford et al. 1991). This identification, however, has been 
recently questioned (deBergh et al. 1991). Our upper limit 
on CO, about 3 nbar, excludes CO as a major component 
of lo's atmosphere, as least in the regions where SO2 is 
present. 

4.6. The P ioneer  10 Ionospher ic  Layers  

Despite the complications associated with the Pioneer 
10 observation (Johnson and Matson 1989) it has been 
argued that a neutral atmosphere of at least several nano- 
bars in the vicinity of the terminator was required to 
support the ionosphere densities measured by Pioneer I0 
(e.g., Kumar 1985). If SO 2 is in strict local vapor equilib- 
rium, the surface pressure at the terminator is unlikely to 

exceed about 4 × 10- ]2 bar (equilibrium at 100 K), therefore 
SO2 cannot account for the ionosphere. Our upper limit on 
H2S also rules it out as the source of stable ionospheric 
layers. Molecular oxygen, a noncondensible photolysis 
product of the photolysis of SO2, has been advocated by 
Kumar and Hunten (1982) as a plausible global atmospheric 
constituent. A simple vertical model of Io's thermal budget 
(Leliouch et al. 1990), which considers solar heating as the 
only energy input, shows that an 02 pressure of 5--40 nbar 
is required to produce exospheric temperatures consistent 
with those inferred from the ionospheric scale heights mea- 
sured by Pioneer 10. This was our main argument for pro- 
posing that Io may have a background atmosphere of about 
20 nbar. CO, with a maximum pressure of 3 nbar, is unable 
to sustain such high temperatures, because of intense LTE 
cooling by its rotational transitions. 

The need for another atmospheric species to explain the 
Pioneer 10 ionosphere has been challenged by Ingersoll 
(1989), who proposed that the observed ionospheric layers 
could be the result of a local atmosphere maintained by 
an active volcanic vent. Supporting this hypothesis is the 
fact that the Pioneer I0 egress site is near Loki and the 
ingress site has bright SO_, deposits, which presumably 
must be maintained against sublimation losses by volcanic 
activity. Ingersoll shows that the propagation of gas emit- 
ted from a source that abruptly terminates onto a suffi- 
ciently cold surface will lead to an horizontal atmospheric 
distribution with a decay length determined by the atmo- 
spheric temperature. The distance between the Pioneer 
I0 egress point (17 N, 291 W) and Loki (19 N, 305 W) is 
about 450 km. That between the ingress point (15 S, 111 
W) and the closest hot spot, Prometheus (3 S, 153 W), is 
about 1400 km. Ingersoll's (1989) analysis (his formula 
(A.29)), with an atmospheric temperature of 500 K (L -- 
180 km), yields local pressures at egress and ingress sites 
equal to 1/5 of that at Loki and 1/30 of that at Prometheus, 
respectively. These pressures are probably large enough 
to account for the ionosphere and provide a natural expla- 
nation of the Pioneer 10 occultation in terms of SO,,. If 
the atmospheric temperature in the first scale height is 
low, e.g., 125 K (L = 45 km), these numbers become 1/ 
70 and 10 -5 , and at least for the ingress ionosphere, this 
model no longer works. Therefore, the high temperatures 
in the lower atmosphere apparently implied by our obser- 
vations may be the key to explaining the Pioneer 10 iono- 
spheric layers. This explanation can account for different 
ionospheric densities and peak altitude at ingress and 
egress, as observed (Kliore et ai. 1974), although such 
differences may as well be due to variations in the strength 
of the ionizing source (Cloutier et al. 1978). 

5. S U M M A R Y  

The main conclusions of this study can be summarized 
as follows: 
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(I) Millimeter-wave observations show that Io has a 
detectable SO, neutral atmosphere. This atmosphere is, 
at least partly, time-independent. 

(2) The SO 2 atmosphere has a typical partial pressure 
of 10 nbar (column density: 0.02 cm-am, or6 x 1017 cm -2) 
and covers a reduced fraction of lo's surface (5-20%). 
The SO2 pressure seems larger (by a factor ~4) on the 
trailing side than on the leading side. 

(3) If the atmosphere is assumed not to show any time 
variability, observations of SO, lines with different inten- 
sities indicate that the lower atmosphere must be quite 
hot: 500-600 K at 40 km altitude. 

(4) Models in vapor pressure equilibrium with a smooth 
distribution of surface frosts do not seem to give an ade- 
quate description of the horizontal distribution of atmo- 
spheric SO2. 

(5) Non-LTE radiative transfer models show that the 
Voyager/IRIS observation of SO 2 at Loki, originally ana- 
lyzed for an atmospheric temperature of 130 K, can actu- 
ally be fitted for a variety of temperatures (up to at least 
400 K). High temperatures give a better agreement to the 
data, and the corresponding SO 2 local pressures (5-40 
nbar) are in striking coincidence with those inferred from 
millimeter-wave data. 

(6) Simple thermal models, including heating by solar 
UV and particle precipitation, and radiative cooling by 
SO2, seem unable to reproduce high temperatures in the 
lower atmosphere. 

(7) Although the apparent stability and the measured 
SO2 column densities are strong arguments in favor of 
equilibrium vapor pressure models, we believe that the 
most accurate picture of the atmosphere is provided by 
dynamical models with volcanic sources, where relatively 
dense local atmospheres are generated by volcanoes over 
spatial lengths proportional to the vertical scale height. 

(8) No other atmospheric constituent (H2S, SO, CO) 
was detected by millimeter-wave observations. The ab- 
sence of HzS is disturbing in view of its claimed detection 
in the solid phase. 

(9) The hot (~500 K) lower atmosphere originating in 
volcanic sources that is indicated by our observations 
provides a natural explanation of the Pioneer I0 occulta- 
tion measurements of ionospheric layers which does not 
require the assumption of an additional component or a 
special geographical situation. 

APPENDIX: SUMMATION OF INDIVIDUAL IO SCANS 

As explained in Section 2, the spectra obtained at IRAM had to be 
corrected for the velocity of Io relative to Jupiter. This is done by 
resampling individual spectra to a common grid before averaging. Each 
original spectrum is sampled on a grid defined by the central frequencies, 
v,, and channel spacing Av. The frequency response of channel i is 
denoted by R,(v). The shape of the filter response for each channel is 
very similar and we can assume that R,(v) = R , .  ~(u ~ Av) = R(v  - v~), 

were R is the average shape of the channel response. The grid of a 
resampled spectrum is defined as a set vj' of frequencies with the same 
channel spacing as the original spectrum. The temperature T] of channel 
j of a resampled spectrum is estimated as the weighted average of the 
two adjacent channels in the original spectrum: 

Tj' = (1 - a)Ti  + a T i .  i wherev i <- v] < v i . l  and  a = (v~, - v ) / A v .  

Over the time it takes to obtain a meaningful signal-to-noise ratio, the 
frequency shift of an Io line is much more than the spacing between two 
channels (except at 3 mm with the I-MHz filterbanks where it spans 
only two channels), and therefore it can be assumed with reasonable 
precision that a is uniformly distributed between 0 and I. Under these 
conditions, a simple integration shows that the equivalent filter band- 
shape of the sum of the resampled spectra is the convolution product of 
the original filter bandshape by a triangle function whose base width is 
twice the channel spacing, 

I R' (v  - v~) ~-.x~ At---'~ 1 - Av 

This effect has to be taken into account because we observe lines only 
a few channels wide with sharp edges characteristic of saturation, which 
are smoothed by the resampling process. 
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